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中文互動動詞的力學展演  

學生「江姿儀                                           指導教授「劉美君  

外國語文學系外國文學與語言學碩士班  

 

摘要  

本研究以Talmy (2000) 所提出的動力學 (Force Dynamics) 為本︽探討中文互動動詞

的力學展演〈在物理學上︽物體間的力量互動為不同致使關係提供概念基礎〈Talmy (2000) 

一文將動力學定義為一種語意類型〈這種語意類型整合了前人所有對致使 (causation) 

的各種假設︽並藉由不同動詞與各種力學基模 (force schemas) 呈現施動者與受動者兩

造之間的力學關係〈然而︽不管是力學基模的詞彙化情況︾或是受語境影響的程度等等︽

中文的互動動詞類型與表現都較英文多元〈 

因此︽本研究致力於探究中文互動動詞所代表的各種力學互動關係及其詞彙化情形︽

並協助闡釋中文使役動詞 (Manipulation causative) 令/使/讓/叫 獨特的使役標記功能〈 

追循Fillmore 和Atkins (1992)所提出的框架語意理論 (Frame Semantics)及Liu和

Chiang (2008) 提出的�中文動詞語意網�之架構︽本研究也對中文互動動詞進一步做

全面階層性的分類〈藉由觀察中文互動動詞在實際語料中所呈現的事件類型︾認知概念

基模︾語法表現︾及語意特徵等等︽將其由上往下分入�主框架 (Archiframe)�︾�首要

框架 (Primary frame)�︾�基本框架 (Basic frame)�︽以及�微框架 (Microframe)� (Liu and 

Chiang 2008) 之中〈經由上述分類後︽中文互動動詞所詞彙化的各種力學關係得以清楚

展現〈 

本研究的完成除了能為中文互動動詞的研究提供一完整有系統的分類︾對中文�讓�

的多義性提出解釋︽也可與Talmy (2000) 所提出的�動力學為一跨語言之語意類型�相

呼應〈 

 

關鍵字「中文互動動詞︾動力學︾框架語意  
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Force Dynamics and Force Interaction Verbs in Mandarin 

 

Student: Tzu-I Chiang                   Advisor: Dr. Mei-chun Liu 

 

Graduate Institute of Foreign literatures and Linguistics 

National Chiao Tung University 

 

Abstract 

This paper explores the issues of force dynamics discussed in Talmy (2000) by 

investigating Force Interaction Verbs (FIVs) in Mandarin. The ways physical entities interact 

with each other in terms of force provide the conceptual bases for various causative relations. 

According to Talmy, force dynamics as a semantic category exhibits a unilateral force 

interaction in which “one force-exerting entity is singled out for focal attention and the second 

one, correlatively, is considered for the effect that it has on the first, effectively overcoming it 

or not (Talmy 2000: 413). Several major force schemas were distinguished. Mandarin FIVs, 

however, display a categorical complexity distinct from that of English in terms of how force 

schemas are lexicalized and how context helps to determine the balance of strength upon 

force interactions. 

     This study aims to investigate the possible unilateral force interactions distinguished in 

Mandarin FIVs as well as the constructional variations associated with each distinct 

lexicalization patterns. It also helps to explain how Manipulation causatives such as 令lìng/

使shĭ/讓ràng/叫jiào are alternatively used as causative markers to lexicalize purposeful 

forces in variety in Mandarin.  

     Under the assumption that verb meanings are anchored in semantic frames with 

lexically-profiled specificities (Fillmore and Atkins 1992, Goldberg 2005), Verbs of relational 

force are analyzed and re-constructed with a frame-based taxonomy, following the 
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classificational scheme established in Liu and Chiang (2008) with an extendable hierarchy of 

semantic scopes: Archiframe > Primary frame > Basic frame > Microframe. It is proposed 

that the correlations of semantic properties and syntactic behaviors characteristic of Mandarin 

FIVs are triggered and modeled upon a number of extensional patterns of force interactions. 

By offering a cognitive semantic account, the study not only proposes a frame-based 

explanation of the polysemy of 讓 ràng, but ultimately draws implications on the 

cognitive-linguistic correspondences pertaining to the domain of force relations for both 

language-specific and cross-linguistic generalizations. 

 

Keywords: Force Interaction Verbs, Force Dynamics, Frame Semantics 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

 

Many works on Force Dynamics (FD) manifestation on verbs propose that the ways 

physical entities interact with each other in terms of force provide the conceptual bases for 

various causative relations (Talmy 1988, 2000; Chiang 2003). As distinct force relations in 

different semantic domains are exemplified in English (Talmy 1988, 2000; Wolff et al.2002), 

German (Wolff et al. 2005) and the like, the studies of force relations in Mandarin focus on 

the physical, psychological, and intrapsychological causation (Lai and Chiang 2003; Chiang 

2003; Chang 2007) respectively; whereas force interaction verbs as a whole have heretofore 

received scanty analysis.  

Force dynamics is discussed in great detail in Talmy (2000). According to Talmy, force 

dynamics as a semantic category exhibits a direct and unilateral force relation. Several major 

force-dynamic patterns such as “causing” and “letting” were distinguished to conceptualize 

possible force relations. Talmy further suggested that force-dynamic patterns incorporated in 

lexical items can bring many of them together into systematic relationships (Talmy 2000: 

409). 

     In light of Talmy’s theory, this study starts with the following research questions: (1) 

do those force dynamic senses schematized by Talmy (2000) exist in Mandarin as well? 

In what way and to what extent are they lexicalized in Mandarin? (2) Are there any 

differences between English FD schemas and the Mandarin ones? (3) Talmy suggested 

that FD is a unique semantic category and is extendable to various interaction domains, 

are there other possible force relations left out from Talmy’s discussion? The three topics 

are of great importance because they not only display force dynamics in Mandarin but also 
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refine the force-dynamic schemas proposed by Talmy (2000) into a more complete 

mechanism. 

 

1.2 Issue: Unilateral Force Interaction Verbs –the Subset under Force Interaction 

Domain 

 

Force Interaction by definition is interaction in which two (or more) force-exerting 

parties impose the dynamic action upon each other interactively. Verbs of this kind are further 

divided into Unilateral force interaction and Bilateral force interaction based on what 

trajectory projection the interaction is. 

 

(1) a. 他強迫/阻止/幫助/允許我(投資這項企劃案)。 

Subj.                     Obj. 

tā qiángpò/zŭzhĭ/bāngzhù/yŭnxŭ wŏ tóuzī zhèxiàng qìhuààn 

  3sg QIANGPO/ZUZHI/BANGZHU/YUNXU me (invest this-CL project) 

  ‘He forces/stops/helps/allows me (to invest/from investing/invest/to invest  

   in this project.’ 

b. 他和我合作/競爭（投資這項企劃案）。 

Collective Subj. 

tā hé wŏ hézuò/jìngzhēng tóuzī zhèxiàng qìhuààn 

  3sg and I HEZUO/JINGZHENG (invest this-CL project) 

‘He and I cooperate/compete in investing this project.’ 

(2) a. 我們互相幫助  ≠ *我和你/你和我 幫助。 

 wŏmen hùxiāng bāngzhù ≠ wŏ hé nĭ/nĭ hé wŏ bāngzhù 

We each other help≠ I and you/you and I help 

‘We help each other. ≠ *You and I help.’ 
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   b. 我們互相合作  = 我和你/你和我 合作。 

wŏmen hùxiāng hézuò =wŏ hé nĭ/nĭ hé wŏ hézuò 

We each other cooperate = I and you/you and I cooperate 

      ‘We cooperate with each other. = You and I cooperate.’ 

 

Comparing the examples above, force relations encoded in (1a) are unilateral: the 

force-taking object 我wŏ‘me’ is the semantically focalized entity and the force-initiating 

subject 他 tā ‘he’ is either an opposing, assisting or simply disengaging force in the 

interaction event. The force relations in (1b), on the other hand, are bilateral. The intransitive 

pattern signals the equal status of the conjoined participants and their co-active force-exerting 

process in the interaction event. Moreover, as shown in (2), the reciprocality in (2a) is 

obtained by collocating with 互相hùxiāng ‘each other’ rather than is encoded in the meaning 

of the verb 幫助bāngzhù “to help” by default; whereas the reciprocality in (2b) is part of the 

feature of the verb 合作hézuò “to cooperate.” The mutuality and reciprocality feature of the 

verb 合作hézuò “to cooperate” explains why (2b) is grammatical but (2a) is not.  

This study explores force interactions as a whole but only focuses on the unilateral 

cline1.  

In the recent study of verbal semantics (Levin 1993; Levin and Rappaport 2005; Liu 

2002) and verbal classification (Wolff et al. 2002; Fillmore and Atkin 1992; Hu 2007; Hong 

2009), none of the analysis can fully depict the unique verbal class comprised by the 

following verbs as illustrated in the examples below:  

 

(3) 他迫使我逃跑。 

tā pòshĭ wŏ táopăo 

3sg POSHI me run away 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Please refer to Lai (2011) for details of the bilateral cline.  
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‘He makes me run away’ 

(4) 他強迫我去幫他買咖啡。 

tā qiángpò wŏ qù bāng tā măi kāfē 

3sg QIANGPO me go help him buy coffee 

‘He forces me to buy a cup of coffee for him.’  

(5) 他允許我先離開。 

tā yŭnxŭ wŏ xiān líkāi 

3sg YUNXU me first leave 

‘He allows me to leave first.’ 

(6) 他放任我大哭大鬧。 

tā fàngrèn wŏ dàkūdānào 

3sg FANGREN me cry noisily  

‘He lets me cry greatly and noisily (without interference).’ 

(7) 我反抗黨中央，參選了這次立委選舉。 

wŏ fănkàng dăngzhōngyāng cānxuăn le zhècì lìwěixuănjŭ 

I FANKANG Party Central Committee, register-PERF this-CL legislator election 

‘I resisted (the order of) the Party Central Committee and registered my candidacy for    

 legislator.’  

(8) 我順從婆婆，努力持家。 

wŏ shùncóng pópo nŭlì chíjiā 

I comply with mother-in-law strive manage household 

‘I complied with (the order of) my mother-in-law and strived to manage the household.’ 

 

Verbs in (3) to (8) comprise a special class that denotes force relations between two 

distinct force-exerting parties in interactive settings. They are not simple transitive verbs 

because a second VP, say it a complement VP underlined as in (3) to (6) or an adjunct VP 
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underlined as in (7) to (8) is allowed in these events.  

It seems that it is needed to explore verbs of this kind in a systematic way. What are 

the members of force interaction verbs that indicate unilateral force interactions? What 

force-dynamics schemas do they lexicalize? What are the interrelations among these 

verbs?  

As an attempt to answer the questions above, the present study focuses on force 

interaction verbs in Mandarin by providing a cognitive semantic account of the form-meaning 

correspondences of the verbs.  

 

1.3 Scope and Goal 

 

     The scope of this study is limited to verbs depicting unilateral force interactions in 

which two distinct, purposeful and controllable force-exerting parties are involved and 

influenced by each other for or to trigger a particular action within interactive settings. One 

force-exerting party is semantically focalized and the other is less prominent. Syntactically, 

verbs under the present scope allow a second verb phrase. Most of the verbs are followed by a 

complement NP and a complement VP as in the construction NP1 V NP2VP. There are verbs, 

on the other hand, take two NP arguments and an adjunctVP as in the construction NP1 V 

NP2, VP. Verbs depicting bilateral force interactions will be briefly mentioned for the 

completion of frame analysis in chapter 6 but are not discussed in detail in the present study.    

Ditransitive verbs and simple transitive verbs are excluded for their incapability of taking a 

second VP. Verbs of intrapersonal force relations are off the scope because the interactions 

they encode are psychological and within the self, not between two distinctive parties. Motion 

verbs are not included either because the action sthey encode are transitive but not interactive.  

The verbs in question include 迫使pòshĭ “to make,” 強使qiángshĭ “to make,” 逼使

bīshĭ “to make,” 逼迫bīpò “to force,” 強迫qiángpò “to force,” 逼bī “to force,” 強逼
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qiángbī  “to force,” 阻止zŭzhĭ  “to restrain,” 阻擋zŭdăng “to block,” 阻礙zŭài “to hinder,”

制止zhìzhĭ “to stop,” 遏止èzhĭ “to stop,” 遏制èzhì “to stop,” 阻撓zŭnáo “to hinder,” 攔阻

lánzŭ “to hinder,” 中止zhōngzhĭ “to discontinue,” 終止zhōngzhĭ “to terminate,” 中斷

zhōngduàn “to discontinue,” 結束jiéshù “to end,” 終結zhōngjié “to terminate,” 預防yùfáng 

“to prevent,” 防止fángzhĭ “to prevent,” 避免bìmiăn “to avoid,” 反抗fănkàng “to resist,” 抵

抗dĭkàng “to resist,” 抵擋dĭdăng “to withstand,” 抗拒kàngjù “to resist,” 抵拒dĭjù “to resist,” 

拒抗 jùkàng “to resist,” 聽從 tīngcóng “to obey,” 順從shùncóng “to submit to,” 遵從

zūncóng “to comply with,” 幫bāng “to help,” 幫忙bāngmáng “to help,” 幫助bāngzhù “to 

help,” 援助yuánzhù “to assist,” 扶助fúzhù “to help,” 協助xiézhù “to assist,” 輔助fŭzhù “to 

assist,” 匡助kuāngzhù “to help,” 支持zhīchí “to support,” 扶持fúchí “to support,” 扶植

fúzhí “to support,” 資助zīzhù “to patronize,” 贊助zànzhù “to sponsor,”補助bŭzhù “to 

subsidize,” 允讓yŭnràng “to allow,” 允許yŭnxŭ “to allow,” 准許zhŭnxŭ “to permit,” 同意

tóngyì “to agree to,” 放任fàngrèn “to let,” 放縱fàngzòng “to indulge,” 縱容zòngróng “to 

connive,”任憑rènpíng “to let alone,” among others. 

    Moreover, the controversial Manipulation causatives 2  as well-known as Chinese 

causatives or Shiyi verbs (Chang 2005, 2006) such as 令lìng/使shĭ/讓ràng/叫jiào are also 

discussed in the present study as a unique verbal group for their capability of expressing 

relational force with a special syntactic status in Mandarin (See Chapter 7). 

The purpose of this study is to explore the possible unilateral force relations 

distinguished and lexicalized in Mandarin FIVs as well as the constructional variations 

associated with each distinct lexicalization pattern. In addition, Mandarin FIVs are analyzed 

and re-constructed with a frame-based taxonomy, following the scheme established in Liu and 

Chiang (2008) with an extendable hierarchy of semantic scopes: Archiframe > Primary frame 

> Basic frame > Microframe. By offering a cognitive semantic account, this study presents a 

unified, frame-based and corpus-based classification of Mandarin FIVs and ultimately 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Here’s my special thanks to Professor Chi-fa Lian for his suggestion on this terminology.  
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provides evidences to define force dynamics as a natural semantic category in a 

cross-linguistic level. 

 

1.4 Organization of the Thesis 

 

The paper is sequenced in the following way. The first chapter illustrates background 

information. The next chapter is the review of the literature. The third chapter introduces the 

database and methodology applied in this study. The fourth chapter presents a comparison 

between force dynamic schemas in English and those in Mandarin. The fifth chapter 

demonstrates the syntactic-semantic correlations of Mandarin FIVs based on corpus 

observations. They are also the findings that motivate this multi-layered research. The sixth 

chapter proposes a frame-based analysis of Mandarin FIVs. The seventh chapter applies the 

frame-based analysis in chapter six to the explanation of the polysemy of 讓ràng as well as 

to indicate that 令lìng/使shĭ/讓ràng/叫jiào are Manipulation causatives functioning as 

causative markers rather than full-fledged verbs in Mandarin. Finally, the last chapter 

concludes the paper and proposes theoretical implications for further research. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

 

Force interaction verbs are variedly defined and rarely discussed as a verbal class in the 

previous literature. This section summaries previous researches related to force interaction 

verbs from different perspectives with diverse approaches. Section 2.1 introduces the 

Force-dynamic approach proposed by Talmy (2000). Section 2.2 reviews the concepts of 

CAUSE, PREVENT, and ENABLE verbs discussed by Wolff & Song (2002) and Wolff 

&Klettke (2003). Section 2.3 exhibits the Frame-based approach by Fillmore (1971). Finally 

section 2.4 summaries the section.  

 

2.1 Force Dynamics Approach 

 

Talmy (1988; 2000) brings force dynamics to the attention of linguistic study by 

proposing that force dynamics is a fundamental category that helps language to structure 

conceptual materials and organize meanings. In a force interaction, “one force-exerting entity 

is singled out for focal attention, and the second force entity, correlatively, is considered for 

the effect that it has on the first, effectively overcoming it or not (Talmy 2000: 413). To 

schematize every possible force patterns, Talmy (2000: 414) uses a diagramming system to 

represent the basic elements involved as shown in diagram (1) below:  

 

(1) Force Entities                           Intrinsic force tendency 

 

Agonist (Ago):                          toward action: ＞  
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      Antagonist (Ant):                  toward rest:   • 

(a) (b) 

 

   Resultant of the force interaction           Balance of strengths  

     action:                              stronger entity:     ＋ 

     rest:            •                    weaker entity:     － 

(d)                                    (c)  

Diagram (1): The basic elements of force dynamic relations in Talmy (2000) 

 

     As shown in (1a), the Agonist (Ago) is indicated by a circle and the Antagonist (Ant) a 

concave figure. The intrinsic tendency of Agonist as seen in (1b) is either toward motion 

(represented by an arrowhead) or toward rest (represented by a black dot). It will be placed 

within the Agonist’s circle. (1c) indicates the balance of strengths between Ant and Ago. 

During force interaction, the stronger entity gets a plus. Last, the result of the force interaction 

as seen in (1d) is a line underneath the Agonist. It is either an action indicated by an 

arrowhead or an inaction a black dot.  

With the examination of causative verbs in English, several FD schemas are proposed 

to depict “causing” and “letting” into finer primitives by Talmy as shown in diagram (2)3: 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 This diagram is adopted and re-numbered from diagram (10) in Talmy (2000). Please refer to Talmy (2000: 
424) for the original diagram. 
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Diagram (2): The “causing” and “letting” patterns with a stronger Antagonist 

 

In Talmy’s theory, there are two basic patterns: the ONSET pattern and the EXTENDED 

pattern. In diagram (2), (2a,b,c) are examples of ONSET patterns. The Antagonist either 

comes into position against the Agonist as in (2a,b) or is disengaging from blocking Agonist’s 

tendency as in (2c). (2d,e,f), on the other hand, are EXTENDED patterns. The Agonist with 

intrinsic tendency is either affected by the opposing force exerting by the Antagonist as in 

(2d,e) or not affected by the disengaged Antagonist as in (2f). Moreover, since the Antagonist 

is stronger than the Agonist in (2), the Antagonist’s coming into impingement forces the 

Agonist to perform an action (or inaction) against the intrinsic tendency. This is the 

conceptual schema of causing verbs. In contrast, when the stronger Antagonist is disengaging 

or has been disengaged from blocking the Agonist’s way, the Agonist can perform an action 

(or inaction) according to the intrinsic tendency, and this is the conceptual schema of letting 

verbs. 

   Apart from the relations of “causing” and “letting,” Talmy (2000) further claims that force 
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dynamics is a generalization over causation, which not only divides “causation” into finer 

primitives but also includes concepts like “hindering,” “helping,” and “letting alone” 

schematized as shown in diagram (3)4 below: 

 

    

Diagram (3): FD patterns with a weaker Antagonist 

 

(3a,b,c) are representative schemas for force interactions with a weaker Antagonist 

because they are lexicalized force patterns in English.5 The Antagonist is engaged in (3a), 

disengaging in (3b) or remaining disengaged in (3c). They represent the conceptual schema of 

“hinder,” “help” and “leave alone” in English respectively. 

The nine major corresponding FD schemas6 (six in diagram (2) and three in diagram 

(3)) above not only group verbs that lexicalize them into a special verbal class denoting 

causation in general but also provoke an interesting issue. If FD, as Talmy (2000) suggested, 

is a fundamental and universal semantic category, it should be found across languages. Let’s 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 This diagram is adopted from diagram (14) in Talmy (2000: 426). 
5 Talmy (2000: 425) suggested that there are eight patterns with weaker Antagonist in terms of force patterns, 
but these patterns seem to play a less important role than the set with a stronger Antagonist. Moreover, most of 
them are “nevertheless well presented” in English. Only three FD patterns as shown in (3) are lexicalized in 
English. 
6 In Talmy’s work (2000), there are ten FD patterns (six of them with a stronger Antagonist as shown in (2) and 
four of them with a weaker Antagonist as partially shown in (3) ) presented and discussed as evidences of 
generalization over causation in English. However, certain patterns among them especially those with a weaker 
Antagonist are not lexicalized nor well presented in English, only nine FD patterns are focused and exemplified 
by Talmy. Please refer to Talmy (2000) p.424, and p.426 for original diagrams. 
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take a look at “strong causative” in English and compare it with that in Mandarin.  

The “strong causative” in English is schematized by Talmy (2000) with two distinct FD 

patterns as in table (1)7 below: 

 

 Causing with a result-named VP 

Onset 

 

Extended  

 

Table (1): The FD patterns of “strong causative” in English 

 

     In table (1), the Antagonists are syntactically realized as the subject marked by ‘1’ and 

semantically are stronger in the competition of the balance of strengths, thus, marked by a ‘+.’ 

In English, the verb make is used to lexicalize both the onset and the extended patterns 

whereas the verb get and the verb keep are used to lexicalize the onset and the extended 

pattern respectively. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 This table is made based on Talmy’s diagram (10), which brings together all the causing and letting patterns he 
has discussed. Please refer to Talmy (2000:424) for original diagrams.  
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     By observing its Mandarin counterparts, it is found that both Mandarin and English 

lexicalize the onset strong causative relation. Diagram (4) shows the lexicalization patterns as 

a comparison.  

 

      (4a8)                              (4b) 

            
Diagram (4): The FD patterns of “onset strong causative” in Mandarin and English 

 

     When it comes to extended strong causative, Mandarin is seemingly lack of verbs that 

exclusively lexicalize the force extension: 

 

(9) 我迫使/令/使她為我工作。 

wŏ pòshĭ/lìng/shĭ tā wèi wŏ gōngzuò 

I POSHI/LING/SHI 3sg for me work 

‘I make her work for me.’ (onset forcing) 

(10) 我一直/繼續/不斷迫使/令/使她為我工作。 

wŏ yìzhí/jìxù/búduàn pòshĭ/lìng/shĭ tā wèi wŏ gōngzuò 

I continuouslyPOSHI/LING/SHI 3sg for me work 

‘I make her work for me again and again.’             (repetitive forcing) 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 Manipulation causatives such as 令lìng and 使shĭ are used as causative markers to lexicalize causing patterns 
in Mandarin. Please find details in Chapter 7.  
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(11) 美國正/正在/在迫使中國走向民主。 

Měiguó zhèng/zhèngzài/zài pòshĭ Zhōngguó zŏu xiàng mínzhŭ 

America PROG POSHI China walk to democracy 

‘America is forcing China to march toward democracy.’   (durative forcing) 

 

From the examples above, it is found that the repetitive force extensionin Mandarin is 

expressed by onset causative verbs modified by the adverb 一直/繼續/不斷yìzhí/jìxù/búduàn 

‘continuously’ as in (10) whereas the durative extension of force is encoded by progressive 

aspectual markers such as 正zhèng, 正在zhèngzài, or 在zài as in (11).That is to say, the 

onset/extended distinction is seemingly not marked by Mandarin FIVs.  

We can conclude this section by proposing that strong causative relation is essential and 

can be schematized by force dynamic schemas in both Mandarin and English, but they differ 

in lexicalization and syntactic realization they perform. The onset/extended distinction is not 

lexicalized by the FIVs in Mandarin.  

If Mandarin and English share the concept of FD but only differ in the way they 

lexicalize the FD patterns, is it true for other FD patterns as well? What are the possible FD 

patterns for force interactionsin Mandarinat all? 

 

2.2 Causal Reasoning Approach  

2.2.1 The CAUSE Verbs, PREVENT Verbs, and ENABLE Verbs in English 

 

As seen in 2.1, Talmy (2000) not only presents a generalization over causation but also  

displays English verbs that are used to lexicalize different force relations. Wolff et al. (2002) 

later on conducted five psychological experiments to depict models of causation and the 

semantics of causal verbs in English. They claimed that the concept of CAUSE is a subtype of 

causal relation different from ENABLE and PREVENT. These concepts are distinguished 
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based on three main dimensions: 1) whether there is a tendency of the patient for a result, 2) 

whether the force exerting between the affector and the patient isan opposing force, and 3) 

whether an overt result is occurred. Table (2)9 below specifies how three concepts are 

divided:  

 

 Tendency of patient for 
the result 

Opposition between 
affector and patient 

Occurance of a 
result 

CAUSE N Y Y 
ENABLE Y Y N 

PREVENT Y N Y 
    

Table (2): The concept of CAUSE, ENABLE, and PREVENT 

 

     The three concepts, as Wolff and Song argued, actually represent three distinct sets of 

verbs, namely, CAUSE-verbs (ex. cause, force and make), ENABLE-verbs (ex. enable, allow, 

and help) and PREVENT-verbs (ex. prevent, block, and stop). Each of these concept denotes 

an interaction between a force-giving affector and a force-taking patient.  

     It is claimed by Wolff et al. (2002) that people use three distinct sets of causal verbs 

(CAUSE-type verbs, ENABLE-type verbs, and PREVENT-type verbs) in three different 

causal claims. Causation can thus be divided into three subtypes of causal relations and in 

each of them a certain group of periphrastic causative verbsis exclusively included. No 

overlapping is allowed.  

     As Wolff reiterating “these various ways of expressing causation are not 

interchangeable” (Wolff et al. 2005), the expression of causation in Mandarin seems 

contradictory with the example of the Manipulation causative 讓ràng: 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 This table is modeled upon the Table 2 in Wolff et al. (2002). Please fine the original table in Wolff and Song 
(2003) at page 284.  
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(12) 他讓我走。 

    tā ràng wŏ zŏu 

    3sg RANG me go 

a. He makes me go.   (CAUSE-type) 

b. He lets me go.      (ENABLE-type) 

 

    In Mandarin, the manipulation causative ràng is used to indicate either the concept of 

CAUSE as in (12a) or the concept of ENABLE as in (12b), which means the two sets of 

CAUSE-type verbs and ENABLE-type verbs are somewhat ‘overlapping’ in the Mandarin 

situation. How can we explain this? Is the verbal classification proposed by Wolff et al. (2002) 

not adequate enough in dividing Mandarin verbs or is the causative verb ràng a special case? 

 

2.3 Frame-based Approach 

 

     FrameNet (http://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/) is a lexical database established by 

Professor Charles Fillmore at UC Berkeley. It provides a frame-based analysis of English 

lexicon as well as the frame-to-frame relation among verbs. According to FrameNet, there is 

no “force interaction frame.” Verbs related to unilateral force interactions are placed in 

different frames as shown in diagram (5)10 and are summarized in table (3) below:  

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 This is a simplified version based on the classification in FrameNet. The blue line shows the ‘Inheritance 
relation’ in which if A is a subtype of B, A inherits B. The green dotted line indicates the ‘Using relation,” which 
is a presupposition relation. ‘A using B’ means ‘A presupposes B as background.’ All the frames irrelevant to 
force interaction are taken away for the time being. Please refer to the link below for a complete version. 
http://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/FrameGrapher/index.php 
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Diagram (5): The frame relation of FrameNet classification 

 

 

Frame Definition Lemmas 
Causation A Cause causes an Effect. Alternatively, an Actor, a 

participant of a (implicit) Cause, may stand in for the 
Cause.  

cause, make, 
force, result 
in,etc. 

Preventing A Preventing_cause keeps an Event from taking place. stop, prevent, 
etc. 

Hindering  In this frame a Hindrance makes it more difficult for a 
Protagonist to complete their intended Action. Crucially, 
these lexical units do not entail that the Protagonist was 
unable to complete the Action or that the Action did not 
occur. The Hindrance may indicate a lack of enablement 
or an obstacle on the natural progression of the 
Protagonist or Action. 

hinder, 
impede, 
obstruct,  
interfere, etc. 

Assistance A Helper benefits a Benefitted_party by enabling the 
culmination of a Goal that the Benefitted_party has.  

aid, assist, 
help, etc. 

Supporting A Supporter assists to strengthen the Supported by 
lending itself in material aid (or abstract assistance in the 
case of metaphorical uses) 

support, 
buttress, etc.  

Make_Possible 
_To_Do 

An Enaglement provides the circumstances for an 
Enabled_action to occur. 

let, allow, 
permit, etc.  

Grant_Permission In this frame a Grantor (either a person or an institution) 
grants permission for a Grantee to perform an Action or 
for an Action to occur. 

allow, let, 
permit, etc. 

Repel A Defender successfully repels the aggressive attempt of 
take over by an Enemy. 

resist, repel, 
etc.  

Compliance This frame concerns Acts and State_of_Affairs for which obey, follow, 
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Protagonists are responsible and which either follow or 
violate some set of rules or Norms. 

comply, 
disobey,  
violate, etc. 

Table (3): The frame summary of force interaction verbs in FrameNet 

 

Despite the fact that FrameNet attempts to capture force interaction by defining them in 

various specific frames, the relation and the general connection shared among unilateral force 

interaction verbs are seemingly scattered here and there in different domains even with the 

fact that they are all used to represent a relational force. Moreover, as shown in diagram (5), 

the status of the Repel frame, the Make_possible_to_do frame, and the Compliance frame in 

relation to other frames are still unidentified. 

     The analysis in FrameNet, on the other hand, is based on English lexicon. They may not 

be adequate to Mandarin verbs. For example, a second VP is often found in Mandarin force 

interaction events. Take 支持zhīchí “to support” and 幫忙bāngmáng “to help” for example:  

 

(13) 我支持他離開。 

    wŏ zhīchí tā líkāi  

    I support 3sg leave 

    ‘I support him in his leaving.’  

(14) 我幫忙他寫作業。 

    wŏ bāngmáng tā xiĕ zuòyè 

    I help 3sg write homework 

    ‘I help him write his homework.’  

 

     Under the FrameNet scheme, the supporting event in (13) is semantically tagged as a 

Supporter “I” assists the Supported “him” while leaving the complement VP “leave” 

untagged. The helping event in (14), on the other hand, is a Helper “I” benefits a 
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Benefitted_party “him” by enabling the Goal “write his homework.” According to FrameNet, 

“write his homework” is the Goal pertains to the Benefitted_party. But as can be seen in (14), 

the second VP “write his homework” is obviously a common goal shared in between the 

Helper and the Benefitted_party, which, due to the language barrier, cannot be fully explained 

by FrameNet.   

 

2.4 Summary 

 

     While Talmy (2000) displaying force dynamics by conceptualizing distinct FD patterns 

in English, Wolff and his followers (2002, 2003, 2005, 2010) focuses on the relationship 

among causal concepts CAUSE, PREVENT, and ENABLE in English and German. Both 

approaches express causation and its relation to force. Mandarin examples, however, differ in 

one way or another. The frame-based studies exhibit various frames related to force 

interaction, but it is not completely applicable to Mandarin. Though many studies present 

corpus-based investigations on the syntactic-semantic correlations of the verbs in Mandarin, 

little attention has been paid to force interaction verbs as a verbal class. The present study 

takes up the task to investigate force dynamics by investigating unilateral force interaction 

verbs in Mandarin.  
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Chapter 3 

Database, Theoretical Framework and Methodology 

 

3.1 Data Base 

 

The Data used in the present analysis is mainly based on the corpus data from 

Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus of Modern Mandarin Chinese (SinicaCorpus) 

(http://dbo.sinica.edu.tw/SinicaCorpus/index.html). The second database is Chinese Word 

Sketch (http://wordsketch.ling.sinica.edu.tw/). It provides amplified data in contribution to 

grammatical co-occurrence and the distribution of syntactic behavior of each lemma. Thirdly, 

‘Google Search,’ the daily-updated database, (http://www.google.com.tw/) is used to verify 

collocational observations. Other supplementary sources are “the Academia Sinica Biligual 

Ontological WordNet (Sinica BOW) (http://bow.sinica.edu.tw/). It shows the English-Chinese 

bilingual lexical access; the Framenet (http://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/) and the Mandarin 

Verbnet (http://140.113.222.78/verbnet/website/).  

 

3.2 Theoretical Framework 

 

     Two theoretical frameworks are adopted in this study. Force Dynamics (Talmy 2000) is 

adopted to explore possible force relations and FD schemas lexicalized by Mandarin FIVs. 

Frame Semantics (Fillmore and Atkins 1992, Goldberg 2005) as well as the frame-based 

taxonomy proposed by Liu and Chiang (2008) are adopted to establish a unified, frame-based, 

and corpus-based classification to the study of FIVs in Mandarin. 
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3.2.1 Frame Semantics 

 

Fillmore and Atkins (1992) propose a cognitive framing system to the meaning(s) of  

words. A word links or activates semantic frame(s) in which the concept of the word is 

defined. That is to say, the meaning(s) of a word is(are) both embodies and situated in a 

specific environment, say it a frame as its’ background. Each frame contains core frame 

elements, and different word senses are shown by different frames in which specific frame 

elements are highlighted. Moreover, the profiled frame elements will lead to distinct syntactic 

behaviors. By observing the syntactic-semantic correlations, the meanings of verbs can be 

identified.  

 

3.2.2 Framework of Mandarin VerbNet 

 

Under the assumption that verb meanings are anchored in semantic frames with 

lexically-profiled specificities (Fillmore and Atkins 1992, Goldberg 2005), Mandarin FIVs 

are analyzed and re-constructed with a frame-based taxonomy, following the classificational 

scheme established in Liu and Chiang (2008) with an extendable hierarchy of semantic 

scopes: Archiframe > Primary frame > Basic frame > Microframe. The higher the frame is, 

the broader semantic domain it is and the more background frame information it provides.  

According to Liu and Chiang (2008), the Archiframe (AF) is the highest semantic 

domain in which the maximal scope of background information for a unique event type is 

provided. It has anoverarching conceptual schema with a default set of participant roles 

(a.k.a. frame elements). Primary Frames (PFs) are more focused frames in which given 

portion of the conceptual schema is profiled or specified. Different primary frames contain 

distinctive and unique set of core frame elements. Basic Frames (BFs) highlight a 

particular participant role or relation within the primary frame. Basic frames are 
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distinguished based on the syntactic patterns that foreground or background certain frame 

elements. Microframes (MFs) are distinguished according to role-internal features of frame 

elements. Under the hierarchical scheme, each frame is specified with a definition, a set of 

frame elements, frame-level defining patterns, a subpart of conceptual schema, and 

representative lemmas. 

 

3.3 Methodology 

 

     To capture the mapping relation between syntactic realizations and semantic properties 

of Mandarin FIVs, five steps are constructed:  

 

Step 1: Comparing the FD patterns in English proposed by Talmy (2000) to those in 

Mandarin so as to develop the possible lexicalization patterns of Mandarin FIVs.  

 

To better accommodate the conceptual connection between force dynamics and force 

interactions, the present study firstly compared the FD patterns in English with those in 

Mandarin so as to find possible force relations in Mandarin FIVs. Based on the lexicon that 

represents different FD patterns, the equivalent Mandarin lexicon was obtained through Sinica 

BOW. 

 

Step 2: Defining and Finding the Mandarin Force Interaction Verbs 

 

We also made reference to the English database FrameNet in searching for potential 

targets left from Talmy’s discussion. We focus on the verbs depicting external and unilateral 

force interaction between two distinct and purposeful force-exerting parties for or to trigger a 

particular action in interactive settings. Based on the lexical items listed in FrameNet, the 
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equivalent Mandarin lemmas were obtained through Sinica BOW as well. Notice that the 

irrelevant lemmas were filtered out and some related but neglected lemmas were added in.  

 

Step 3: Collecting the Corpus Data 

 

     Sinica Corpus, Chinese Word Sketch, and Google Search were used to collect the 

corpus data of the target verbs.  

 

Step 4: Observing and Investigating the Data 

 

     The Investigation particularly lied in the conceptual FD schemas, syntactic realizations 

and semantic attributions of each verb. The data were under inspection in their 1) grammatical 

function, 2) syntactic categories, 3) syntactic patterns, 4) frame elements, and 5) grammatical 

collocations. 

 

Step 5: Analyzing and Classifying the Verbs in Inspection  

 

     The findings based on the previous investigation were utilized as decisive criteria for 

the taxonomy of force interaction verbs in Mandarin.  
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Chapter 4 

Finding I: The FD Comparison Between English and Mandarin 

 

As shown in section 2.1, the correlations of semantic properties and syntactic behaviors 

characteristic of Mandarin FIVs are triggered and modeled upon a number of extensional 

patterns of force interactions. 

In this section, we apply the schematized FD patterns proposed by Talmy (2000) to 

Mandarin. 4.1 illustrates the FD applications of Mandarin causation and proposes a 

comparison between the lexicalization patterns in English and those in Mandarin. 4.2 

elaborates the FD patterns of Mandarin FIVs with the example of verbs of helping.  

 

4.1 The FD Patterns of Causation in Mandarin  

 

     The FD patterns of “causing” and “letting” in English are graphically shown in diagram 

(2) in chapter 2 and are now exhibited lexically in table (4) below:  

 

  Causing Letting  

  Resultant_named Tendency_named Result / Tendency 

Onset 1 make  2  VP 

get     to VP  

1  stop    2 from VPing 

   prevent 

1  let   2 VP 

Extended 1  make  2 VP 

keep   VPing 

1  keep    2 from VPing 

   prevent 

1  let  2 VP 

Table (4): English verbs that are used to lexicalize “causing” and “letting” 

 

     It is possible in English to either use the same verb in lexicalizing both the onset and 
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extended patterns (as shown in squares) or distinguish the onset/extended distinction by using 

different verbs (as shown underlines). For example, the verb get representsthe onset strong 

causation whereas the verb keep denotes the extended ones. 

While applying these FD patterns to Mandarin, two observations are found. Table (5) is 

used to demonstrate the lexicalization of the FD patterns in Mandarin:  

 

  Causing Letting 

  Resultant_named Tendency_named Result / Tendency 

Onset 1 迫使/強使/逼使 2 VP 

  逼/逼迫/強迫 

  (令/使/讓/叫) 

1 阻止/阻擋 2 VP 

  阻撓/阻礙 

  中止/終止 

1 允許/同意  2 VP 

  任憑/放任 

  允讓/(讓) 

Extended 1 一直/繼續/不斷 V     2  VP   (repetitive extension) 
  一次又一次 
 
1 正/正在/在     V(著)  2  VP   (durative extension) 

Table (5): The corresponding lexicalization patterns of “causing” and “letting” in Mandarin 

 

     Firstly, as discussed in 2.1, the distinction of onset and extended causation is seemingly 

not encoded by the main verb itself. As shown in table (5), the repetitive extension of force in 

Mandarin is indicated by the onset causative verbs collocating with an adverb 一直/繼續/不

斷yìzhí/jìxù/búduàn ‘continuously’ whereas the durative extension of force is expressed by 

the onset causative verbs marked by the progressive aspectual marker 正zhèng, 正在

zhèngzài, 在zài, or 著zhē: 

 

(15) 小王一直/繼續/不斷迫使/逼/阻止/阻擋她買房子。 

    xiăoWáng yìzhí/jìxù/búduàn pòshĭ/bī/zŭzhĭ/zŭdăng tā măi fángze 

    Wang continuously POSHI/BI/ZUZHI/ZUDANG 3sg buy house 
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    ‘Wang makes/forces/stops/hinders her buy/to buy/from buying/on buying  

     house(s) again and again.’ 

(16) 老師一直/一次又一次允許/放任學生作弊。 

    lăoshī yìzhí/yícì yòu yícì yŭnxŭ/fàngrèn xuéshēng zuòbì 

    teacher continuously/again and again YUNXU/FANGREN student cheat 

    ‘The teacher allows/lets the student to cheat/cheat again and again.’  

(17) 小王正/正在/在迫使/逼/阻止/阻擋她買房子。 

    xiăoWáng zhèng/zhèngzài/zài pòshĭ/bī/zŭzhĭ/zŭdăng tā măi fángze 

    Wang PROG POSHI/BI/ZUZHI/ZUDANG 3sg buy house 

    ‘Wang is forcing/forcing/stopping/hindering her to buy/to buy/from buying/on    

     buying the house(s).’ 

(18) 老師放任著學生不管。 

    lăoshī fàngrèn zhe xuéshēng bùguăn 

    teacher leave alone-PROG student alone 

    ‘The teacher leaves the student alone (without interference).’  

 

Secondly, unlike English in which the balance of strengths between the Antagonist and 

the Agonist is clearly lexicalized and unambiguously encoded by the verbs, Mandarin quite 

often leaves it unspecified from the lexical meaning of the verbs. Take 阻止zŭzhĭ“to restrain,” 

阻擋zŭdăng “to block,” and 阻礙zŭài “to hinder” for example. They allow both the strong 

Antagonist and the weak Antagonist readings without specifying the result of the interaction 

as shown below: 

 

(19) 我阻止/阻擋/阻礙他去美國。 

 wŏ zŭzhĭ/zŭdăng/zŭài tā qù Měiguó 

 I ZUZHI/ZUDANG/ZUAI 3sg go to America 
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a. ‘I (as a stronger force) stop him from going to America.’             

 b. ‘I (as a weaker force) try to stop him from going to America.’           

 

     In (19a), the Antagonist 我wŏ ‘I’ exerts a stronger force to the Agonist 他tā ‘him’ to 

stop him from performing his tendency of going to America. Even though the Antagonist is a 

stronger force, whether the Agonist successfully departs or not is not clear in this sentence. 

The Antagonist in (19b), on the contrary, is a weaker force in terms of stopping relation. Even 

though the Agonist has a stronger force, which makes his tendency of going to America more 

possible, the result of this interaction is still not encoded in the meaning of the lexical verb 

zŭzhĭ/zŭdăng/zŭài. In this case, the FD schema proposed by Talmy (2000) is not fully 

applicable in the Mandarin situation. We can develop a FD schema that better explains the 

meaning of zŭzhĭ, zŭdăng and zŭài in diagram (6): 

 

            

Diagram (6): the modified FD pattern of verbs such as zŭzhĭ, zŭdăng and zŭài 

 

     In diagram (6), both force-exerting parties are graphically indicated by circles. The 

Agonist tends to move toward an intended act that is hindered by the Antagonist. Because no 

onset/extended distinction nor the result of the interaction are lexicalized by the verb zŭzhĭ, 

zŭdăng and zŭài, the movement of the Ago’s tendency is indicated by a dotted line. 
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Since the result of the event above is not encoded by verbs such as zŭzhĭ and zŭdăng, 

we are now in a position to ask what complements the resulting part in a force interaction? It 

is found that Mandarin depends highly upon collocations such as aspectual markers, 

auxiliaries, complement VPs, and even the collocational NPs to create a certain context in 

which the result is interpreted and negotiated by the speaker and the addressee. If we compare 

example (20) and (21) below to example (19) above, the balance of strengths and the result of 

the interaction in (20) or (21) is seemingly easier to decide: 

 

(20) 波蘭隊柯芝明司基試圖阻止未成，葡萄牙隊再添第二球。 

Pōlán duì Kēzhīmíngsījī shìtú zŭzhĭ wèi chéng Pútáoyá duì zài tiān dìèr qíu 

Polish team Marek Kozminski try to ZUZHI NEG-succeed Portuguese team add    

the second ball 

‘Marek Kozminski from the Polish team tried to stop the Portuguese but failed.   

 The Portuguese team scored the second goal.’  

(21) 老闆伸了手阻止他說下去，室內頓時一片寂靜。 

    lăobăn shēn le shŏu zŭzhĭ tā shuōxiàqù shìnèi dùnshí yípiàn jíjìng 

    Boss reach out-PERF hand ZHUZHI 3sg say more room suddenly quiet 

    ‘The boss had his hand extended and stopped him from saying some more. The room    

     suddenly got quiet.’  

 

     The collocational VP 試圖shìtú ‘to try to’and the resultant complement 未成wèichéng 

‘not succeed’in (20) downgrade the force of the Antagonist Kozminski. In (21), the 

Antagonist 老闆lăobăn ‘the boss,’ tends to be a stronger force at work within a certain social 

order (Teng 1989), which makes the realization of the embedded event 說下去shuōxiàqù 

‘say some more’ harder to achieve. Moreover, by collocating with the VP 伸了手shēn le 

shŏu ‘reached out one’s hand’ marked by the post-verbal perfective aspectual marker le, the 
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achievement of the second VP 說下去shuōxiàqù ‘say some more’ is even harder. That is to 

say, with the help of the collocational components and the aspectual marker le, a certain 

context is created that makes it easier to distinguish which force is stronger than the other and 

helps the result of the force interaction to be negotiated by the speaker and the addressee. 

According to Lin and Liu (2005), “what syntax does in Mandarin is on a part with what 

lexicon does in English” (Lin and Liu 2005: 23). Example (20) and (21) show that the 

components with whichthe main verb collocate will, to a large degree, help to indicate the 

result of the event via conversational implicature.  

     That is to say, among the four basic elements Talmy (2000) used to schematize force 

interactions as shown in diagram (1), the balance of strengths (the ± marker) and the result of 

the interaction (the line underneath the Agonist) are not fully applicable in schematizing force 

interactions in Mandarin because not all the FIVs encode a stronger force-exerting party and 

lexicalize a successful result11.  

To conclude this section, three observations are found during the FD comparison: First, 

while some of the English causation verbs distinguish onset causation from extended 

causation, Mandarin verbs pay little attention with regard to lexicalizing the onset/extend 

distinction. Force extension is expressed by adverbs or progressive aspectual markers 

instead of being marked by a different set of force interaction verbs. Secondly, while 

English causation verbs lexicalize and encode the balance of strengths between the Antagonist 

and the Agonist as well as the result of the interaction, Mandarin verbs open two possibilities 

to the force competition between two force-exerting parties (either one can be stronger than 

the other) because in most of the case they do not lexicalize the result of the competition12. 

From example (19-21), it is found that Mandarin depends highly upon collocations such as 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11 There are verbs that guarantee a successful result. They will be presented in Chapter 5 onwards.  
12 The verb 迫使pòshĭ “to make,” 中止zhōngzhĭ “to cease in the middle’” and 終止zhōngzhĭ “to terminate” 
are verbs encoding a stronger Antagonist as well as a successful manipulation. They will be discussed from 
chapter 5 onwards. 
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aspectual markers, auxiliaries, complement VPs, and the collocational NPs to create a 

context in which the result of force competition is interpreted and negotiated via 

conversational implicature. Thirdly, FD schemas propose a cognitive semantic account to 

disambiguate different force relations and provide means to explain various syntactic 

consequences. However, the FD schemas for English proposed by Talmy (2000) are not 

fully depicting the important components lexicalized by Mandarin FIVs. Modified FD 

schemas are in need and will be presented in Chapter 6 systematically.  

 

4.2 The Elaboration on Mandarin FIVs: The FD Patterns of Verbs of Helping 

 

     The Antagonist in Talmy’s FD patterns is viewed as the opposite party exerting an 

effect 180º head on to the Agonist. Along this pattern, the FD schema of English verb help is 

explained by Talmy (2000) as in diagram (7) below: 

 

 

Removing the benches helped the marchers cross the plaza. 

Diagram (7): the FD pattern of “help” in English 

 

     The force interaction encoded here is the disengaging impingement of a weaker 
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Antagonist against a stronger Agonist. The concept of 1 help 2 VP in English is incorporated 

into the movement in which an Antagonist is disengaging from the impingement so that an 

Agonist can move toward the action. Semantically, the Antagonist helps the Agonist by 

removing a potential obstacle. 

The concept of help in Mandarin, however, differs from that of English in three ways. 

Firstly, instead of exerting forces 180º head on to each other, the two force-exerting parties 

are moving in a same directional manner. They are Benefiter to Beneficiary rather than 

Antagonist to Agonist. Secondly, the Benefiter is engaged rather than disengages from the 

event. A modified FD schema for verbs of helping in Mandarin is proposed here as in 

diagram (8):  

              
Diagram (8): The FD pattern of ‘verbs of helping’ in Mandarin 

 

     As seen in diagram (8), verbs of helping in Mandarin indicate force interactions in 

which a Benefiter exerts a same directional force to a Beneficiary in helping the achievement 

of a Target act that based on the need of the Beneficiary. 

 

(22) 哺乳時，媽媽用左手幫/幫忙/幫助/協助嬰兒靠近自己。 

    bŭrŭ shí māmā yòng zuŏshŏu bāng/bāngmáng/bāngzhù/xiézhù yīngér kàojìn zìjĭ 
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    when breast-feeding, mother use left hand BĀNG/BĀNGMÁNG/ 

    BĀNGZHÙ/XIÉZHÙ infant get close self 

    ‘When breast-feeding, the mother helps the infant to get close to her body by using her  

     left hand.’ 

 

     In (22), instead of disengaging, the Benefiter 媽媽māmā ‘the mother’ engages in the 

helping event. The instrument 左手zuŏshŏu ‘left hand’ used by the mother provides an 

evidence for her direct enablement and the direct participation.  

     Finally, the third and the biggest difference between the concept of help in Mandarin 

and that in English is that the target act in Mandarin helping event can be performed by both 

the Benefiter and the Beneficiary or by each one of them respectively. That is to say, there are 

three subtypes of helping integrated under the concept of help in Mandarin according to who 

is capable of performing the target act. 

 

(23) 父母親幫/幫忙/幫助/協助孩子選朋友。 

    fùmŭqīn bāng/bāngmáng/bāngzhù/xiézhù háizi xuăn péngyŏu 

    parents BĀNG/BĀNGMÁNG/BĀNGZHÙ/XIÉZHÙ children choose friend 

 ‘Parents help their childrento choose friends.’  

(24) 各地義工 幫/幫忙/幫助/協助救難隊搬動救援物資。 

    gèdì yìgōng bāng/bāngmáng/bāngzhù/xiézhù jìunànduì bāndòng jìuyuán wùzī 

    each region volunteers BĀNG/BĀNGMÁNG/BĀNGZHÙ/XIÉZHÙ rescue    

    team transport relief goods 

    ‘Volunteers from different regions help the rescue team transport relief goods.’ 

 

Force-dynamics exhibited in (23-24) is the first type of helping in which the Benefiter

孩子háize ‘children’ plays the primary role to execute a Target act 選朋友xuănpéngyŏu 
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‘choose friends’ in (23) and it’s the same for 救難隊jìunànduì ‘rescue team’ to perform the 

Target act 搬動救援物資bāndòng jìuyuán wùzī ‘transport relief goods’ in (24). The 

Benefiter 父母親 fùmŭqīn ‘parents’ in (23) or 各地義工gèdì yìgōng ‘volunteers from 

different regions’ in (24) functions as an assistant. The Target act is done by both parties 

because of the tendency they share and the direct enablement the Benefiter imposes to the 

Beneficiary. This force interaction is schematized as in diagram (9) below:  

 

 

 

Diagram (9): Mandarin Helping events in which the Target act is shared 

and performed by both the Benefiter and the Beneficiary 

 

     This schema is lexicalized by different but synonymous lexical items such as 幫bāng, 

幫忙bāngmáng, 幫助bāngzhù, 協助xiézhù, among others. 

Apart from the direct enablement shown above, the second type of helping is more 

indirect and is conceptually equal to the concept of support, which matches Fillmore’s claim 

that the concept of support inherits from the concept of assist in his FrameNet project as 

illustrated in 2.3. The second type of helping is a force interaction in which the Benefiter 

offers an indirect enablement to the Beneficiary. The Beneficiary has a need toward a 

particular Target act, and the Benefiter, sharing the same tendency, exerts a same direction 

force to the Benefiter in a more abstract fashion. The Target act, therefore, is supported by the 
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Benefiter but performed by the Beneficiary only. Such concept is schematized in diagram (10) 

and lexicalized byverbs such as 支持zhīchí, 贊助zànzhŭ, 資助zīzhù and sometimes by 幫

bāng, 幫忙bāngmáng, 幫助bāngzhù, 協助xiézhù, etc. Example (25) to (27) are used as 

illustrations:      

 

 

Diagram (10):Mandarin indirect helping events or supporting events 

in which the Target act is supported by the Benefiter but performed solely by the Beneficiary 

 

(25) 我幫/幫忙/幫助/協助/支持他逃獄。 

    wŏ bāng/bāngmáng/bāngzhù/xiézhù/zhīchí tā táoyù 

    I BANG/BANGMANG/BANGZHU/XIEZHU/ZHICHI 3sg escape from jail 

    ‘I help him in his jail-breaking (by supporting).’ 

(26) 黨內同志幫/幫忙/幫助/協助/支持馬英九選總統。 

    dăngnèi tóngzhì bāng/bāngmáng/bāngzhù/xiézhù/zhīchí Măyīngjiŭ xuăn zŏngtŏng 

    Party members BĀNG/BĀNGMÁNG/BĀNGZHÙ/XIÉZHÙ Mayingjiu elect president  

    ‘The party members (of KMT) help Mayingjiu in his president election (by supporting).’ 

(27) 亞洲的國際奧會委員支持北京主辦奧運。 

    yăzhōu DE guójì àohuì wěiyuán zhīchí běijīng zhǔbàn àoyùn. 

    Asian International Olympic Committee committee member ZHICHI Beijing host the 

Olympic Games 

    ‘Asian members of the International Olympic Committee support Beijing to host the 
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Olympic Games.’ 

 

     As can be seen in (25) to (27), the Target act is and can only be done by the Beneficiary. 

In (25), the person who escape from jail must be the Beneficiary 他tā ‘he’ ; whereas the 

person who serves as president candidate has to be 馬英九 ‘Mayingjiu’ in (26). The one who 

hosts the Olympic games can only be the Beijing government in (27). The Benefiter in (25) to 

(27) is a supporting figure who indirectly enables the Beneficiary to perform a Target act by 

supporting.  

The idea of help in Mandarin, to the extreme, covers the relationship between a 

force-initiating Agent and a force-taking Recipient. This is the third subtype of helping in 

Mandarin. Force interaction of this kind involves an Agent who benefits the Recipient by 

doing a favor of performing the Target act. Diagram (11) and example (28-31) are used as 

illustrations:  

 

          
Diagram (11): Mandarin direct helping events in which the Agent does a favor for 

the Recipient by performing the Target act 

 

(28) 老師幫/替/為學生打成績。 

    lăoshī bāng/tì/wèi xuéshēng dăchéngjī 

    Teacher BANG/TI/WEI student grade 

    ‘The teacher graded students (for their sake).’  

(29) 護士幫/替/為病人打針。 
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    hùshì bāng/tì/wèi bìngrén dăzhēn 

    Nurse BANG/TI/WEI patient give an injection 

    ‘The nurse gave the patient an injection (for his/her sake).’  

(30) 不久胡適的朋友幫他繳了罰款，把他保出來。 

bùjĭu Húshì de péngyŏu bāng tā jiăo-le fákuăn, bă tā băo chūlái. 

not long Hushi DE friend BĀNG he pay-ASP fine, BA he guarantee out 

    ‘Soon Hushi’s friend paid the fine for him and bailed him out.’ 

(31) *我幫他結婚/哭/笑。 

     wŏ bāng tā jiéhūn/kū/xiào 

     I BANG he marry/cry/laugh 

    *‘I help him marry/cry/laugh.’  

 

Examples (28-31) show that the Target act is done entirely by the Agent 老師lăoshī 

‘the teacher,’ 護士hùshì ‘the nurse,’ or 胡適的朋友Húshì de péngyŏu ‘Hushi’s friend’ alone. 

The Recipient, because of the favor done by the Agent, receives the benefits without the 

capability of doing the Target act. 學生xuéshēng ‘the students’ in (28) under normal 

circumstances cannot grade themselves; 病人bìngrén ‘the patient’ in (29) cannot give 

themselves a shot and a person in jail cannot bail himself out without the external help from 

other people as shown in (30). All the Recipients are not Target-act-performers but 

benefit-receivers. Therefore, we consider the helping relationship between an Agent and a 

Recipient demonstrated here as the peripheral realization of force interaction between a 

Benefiter and a Beneficiary.  

Now, we can explain the ungrammaticality of example (31). It is unacceptable because 

the action of getting married and the action of crying or laughing are not usually done by 

others but by oneself. The Target act in (31) must be executed by the Recipient himself 

because this action obligatorily requires self-engagement of the Recipient, which is 
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fundamentally against the definition of the Recipient role. In that case, the Recipient is not 

“receiving any benefits” from the Agent at all.  

Force interaction of this type is schematized in diagram (11) and is lexicalized by an 

interesting group of verbs. As shown in (28-31), the verb 幫bāng “to help” can be replaced 

by verbs such as 替tì “to substitute” and 為wèi “for/for the sake of,” which according to 

previous literatures are categorized as Co-verbs (Li and Thompson 1981; Chang 1977; Zhang 

and Fang 1996). It is striking to find that the verb 幫bāng “to help”in (28-31) behaves more 

like a Co-verb for its verb-like and preposition-like status and its restricted sense as shown in 

(31). It is possible to assume that the verb 幫bāng “to help” undergoes a grammaticalization 

from the sense of assisting to the sense of supporting and finally grammaticalized as a 

Co-verb indicating “do something for someone’s benefit.” We will not go further for now on 

this matter because the grammaticalization process is irrelevant to the present study. 

     With the distinction in hand, we may conclude this section with the finding that the 

concept of help in Mandarin is distinct from that of English in three ways. Firstly, it is a 

same directional interaction of a Benefiter and a Beneficiary not in between an Antagonist 

and an Agonist as Talmy (2000) proposed. Secondly, the Benefiter in Mandarin, instead of 

disengaging from the impingement, is actually engaging in the force interaction by 

sharing the same tendency toward a certain Target act with the Beneficiary. Thirdly, 

there are three subtypes of help in Mandarin depending on which force-exerting party 

gets to perform the Target act. It can be mainly performed by the Beneficiary with the 

direct help from the Benefiter as in (23-24). This is the prototype of help in Mandarin. The 

Target act, on the other hand, can be supported by the Benefiter but performed by the 

Beneficiary alone as in (25-27). This is the indirect enablement and is the concept of support. 

Finally, the Target act can be performed entirely by the Agent. The Recipient is not capable of 

doing the Target act and simply receives benefits from the completion of the Target act done 

by the Agent as in (28-31). This is the concept of do something for someone in Mandarin.  
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     That is to say, by examining the FD schemas in Mandarin, force dynamics is not only a 

generalization over causation as Talmy (2000) proposed, but also incorporates concepts like 

assisting, supporting, and do something for someone’s benefit into the concept of help in 

Mandarin, which supports the claim that Force Dynamics is a fundamental category in 

Mandarin as it is in English and in German.  
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Chapter 5 

Finding II: Corpus Observations 

 

In chapter 4, how physical entities interact with each other in terms of force dynamics 

has shown to provide the conceptual bases for various force relations. This chapter presents 

the findings obtained from corpus observations. In response to the findings in chapter 4, the 

correlation of syntactic realizations and semantic properties are presented via the inspection 

on 1) the complement NP, 2) the second VP, 3) object fronting, 4) voice, 5) collocational 

associations, and 6) participant roles. Each of them is introduced in Section 5.1 to 5.6 

respectively and a summary is given in Section 5.7. Findings in this chapter will support our 

claim that Mandarin FIVs can be analyzed and classified into different frames under different 

levels (See Chapter 6).  

 

5.1 The Complement NP 

 

     Mandarin force interaction verbs (FIVs) that indicate unilateral force interactions 

prototypically take two NP arguments and a complement VP as in the surface construction 

NP1 V NP2VP: 

 

(32) 我強迫  他   回家。 

NP1     NP2   VP 

wŏ qiángpò tā huíjiā  

I QIANGPO 3sg go home 

‘I force him to go home.’  

 

     There are syntactic variations with regard to the complement NPs. The majority of 
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Mandarin FIVs can take two NP arguments only (if the meaning of the second VP is 

interpretable from the context) as in the cnstruction NP1 V NP2: 

 

(33) 他既不幫我，也不阻止我。 

 NP1       NP2 

    tā jì bù bāng wŏ yě bù zŭzhĭ wŏ 

    3sg too not BANG me also not stop me 

    ‘He neither helps me nor stops me.’ 

 

     For some FIVs such as 幫bāng “to help,” 幫忙bāngmáng “to help,” 幫助bāngzhù “to 

help,” 援助yuánzhù “to assist,” 扶助fúzhù “to help,” 協助xiézhù “to assist,” 輔助fŭzhù “to 

assist,” 匡助kuāngzhù “to help,” 支持zhīchí “to support,” 扶持fúchí “to support,” 扶植

fúzhí “to support,” 資助zīzhù “to patronize,” 贊助zànzhù “to sponsor,” and 補助bŭzhù “to 

subsidize,” the complement NP2 often undergoes omission:  

 

(34) 父母或親戚朋友都會積極的幫忙介紹對象。 

NP1 

fùmŭ huò qīnqī péngyŏu dōu huì jījí de bāngmáng jièshòu duìxiàng 

parents or relatives friends all will aggressively BANGMANG introduce dates 

‘(One’s) parents, relatives, and friends will aggressively help in setting up dates.’  

(35) 巴國當局支持招開大會議，…… 

  NP1 

    Bāguó dāngjú zhīchí zhāokāi dà huìyì 

    Pakistan government ZHICHI host a general meeting 

    ‘The Pakistan government supported in hosting a general meeting.’ 
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     On the other hand, only some force interaction events have their intransitive variant. In 

these events, the Force-exerting party_1can be backgrounded or interpreted from the context:  

 

(36) a. DJ中止音樂(的播放)。 

      DJ zhōngzhĭ yīnyuè (de bōfàng) 

      DJ ZHONGZHI music (play) 

      ‘The DJ stopped the music (from playing).’  

    b. 音樂中止了。 

      yīnyuè zhōngzhĭ le 

      Music ZHONGZHI-PERF 

      ‘The music stopped/is discontinued.’  

(37) a. 亞洲國家終止軍備競賽。 

      yăzhōu guójiā zhōngzhĭ jūnbèijìngsài 

      Asian countries ZHONGZHI arms race 

      ‘The Asian countries stopped/terminated the arms race.’  

    b. 軍備競賽終止了。 

      jūnbèijìngsàizhōngzhĭ le 

      Arms race ZHONGZHI-PERF 

      ‘The arms race stopped/is terminated.’  

(38) 團隊精神不會因計畫完成而終止， 

    tuánduì jīngshén búhuì yīn jìhuà wánchéng ér zhōngzhĭ 

    team spirit would not because project accomplish therefore ZHONGZHI 

    ‘The team spirit won’t stop/terminate as the project ends.’ 

 

     As shown above, the transitive use of the verb 中止zhōngzhĭ “to discontinue” in (36a) 

and that of the verb 終止zhōngzhĭ “to terminate” in (37a) can be paraphrased by the 
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intransitive uses in (36b) and (37b) respectively. The DJ who plays the music in (36b) and 

Asian countries in (37b) as well as the Force-exerting party_1 in (38), say it the people 

involved in the project, are shaded and can be acquired via context.  

     This alternating capability, according to Levin (1993: 25) is the Causative-Inchoative 

Alternation in which the semantic role of the subject of the intransitive use of the verb is the 

same as the semantic role of the object of the transitive use of the verb. Based on the corpus 

observation, force interaction verbs in Mandarin such as 中止zhōngzhĭ “to discontinue,” 中

斷zhōngduàn “to discontinue,” 終止zhōngzhĭ “to terminate,” 終結zhōngjié “to terminate,” 

結束jiéshù “to end” allow this alternation.  

 

5.2 The Second VP 

 

As previously discussed, unilateral force interaction events expressed by Mandarin  

FIVs prototypically allow a second verb phrase. Most of them take an NP subject and are 

followed by a complement NP and a complement VP as in the construction NP1 V NP2 VP: 

 

(39) 戰後蘇聯迫使數十萬人在西伯利亞勞動。 

    zàn hŏu Sūlián pòshĭ shùshíwàn rén zài Xībólìyă láodòng 

    War after the Soviet Union POSHI several hundred thousand people at Siberia physical   

    labor 

    ‘After the war, the Soviet Union made several hundred thousands of people participate in   

     physical labor in Siberia.’ 

(40) 媽媽強迫他考前三名。 

    māmā qiángpò tā kăo qiánsānmíng 

    Mother QIANGPO him test top three 

    ‘The mother forces him to test into the top three in class.’   
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(41) 上次我阻止他打賺錢的主意。 

    shàngcì wŏ zŭzhĭ tā dă zhuànqián de zhŭyì.  

    Last time I stop him think earn-DE money 

    ‘Last time I stopped him from thinking about making a big fortune.’ 

(42) 這類藥片能避免心臟病發生。 

    zhèlèi yàopiàn néng bìmiăn xīnzàngbìng fāshēng 

    this-CL tablet can BIMIAN heart attack happen 

    ‘This kind of tablet will prevent heart attack from happening.’ 

(43) 居禮先生的父親也幫忙他們照顧孩子。 

    Jūlĭxi ānshēng de fùqīn yĕ bāngzhù tāmén zhàogù háizi  

    Curie mister DE father also help they take care of the children 

    ‘Mister Curie’s father also helps them take care of the children.’ 

(44) 警方用拒馬防止民眾進入。 

    jĭngfāng yòng jùmă fángzhĭ mínzhòng jìnrù 

    police use barded barricade FANGZHI people enter 

    ‘The police prevented people from entering by using barded barricade.’ 

(45) 老師允許他先離開， 

    lăoshī yŭnxŭ tā xiān líkāi 

    teacher YUNXU 3sg first leave 

    ‘The teacher allows himto leave early.’ 

 

     Verbs that take a complement VP as underlined in (39-45) include 迫使pòshĭ “to 

make,” 強使qiángshĭ “to make,” 逼使bīshĭ “to make,” 逼迫bīpò “to force,” 強迫qiángpò 

“to force,” 逼bī “to force,” 強逼qiángbī “to force,” 阻止zŭzhĭ “to restrain,” 阻擋zŭdăng 

“to block,” 阻礙zŭài “to hinder,” 制止zhìzhĭ “to stop,” 遏止èzhĭ “to stop,” 遏制èzhì “to 

stop,” 阻撓zŭnáo “to hinder,” 攔阻lánzŭ “to hinder,” 中止zhōngzhĭ “to discontinue,” 終止
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zhōngzhĭ “to terminate,” 中斷zhōngduàn “to discontinue,” 結束 jiéshù “to end,” 終結

zhōngjié “to terminate,” 預防yùfáng “to prevent,” 防止fángzhĭ “to prevent,” 避免bìmiăn 

“to avoid,” 幫bāng “to help,” 幫忙bāngmáng “to help,” 幫助bāngzhù “to help,” 援助

yuánzhù “to assist,” 扶助fúzhù “to help,” 協助xiézhù “to assist,” 輔助fŭzhù “to assist,” 匡

助kuāngzhù “to help,” 支持zhīchí “to support,” 扶持fúchí “to support,” 扶植fúzhí “to 

support,” 資助zīzhù “to patronize,” 贊助zànzhù “to sponsor,” 補助bŭzhù “to subsidize,”允

許yŭnxŭ “to allow,” 准許zhŭnxŭ “to permit,” 同意tóngyì “to agree,” 放任fàngrèn “to let,” 

放縱fàngzòng “to indulge,” 縱容zòngróng “to connive,” 任憑rènpíng “to let alone,” etc. 

     On the other hand, there are other FIVs such as 反抗fănkàng “to resist,” 抵抗dĭkàng 

“to resist,” 抵擋dĭdăng “to withstand,” 抗拒kàngjù “to resist,” 抵拒dĭjù “to resist,” 拒抗

jùkàng “to resist,” 聽從tīngcóng “to obey,” 順從shùncóng “to submit to,” and 遵從zūncóng 

“to comply with,” take two NP arguments and occasionally are followed by an adjunct VP as 

in the construction NP1 V NP2,VP. The adjunct VP is usually separated from NP2 by “a 

comma” : 

 

(46) 他反抗父母的命令，堅持不娶美秀過門。 

    tā fănkàng fùmŭ de mìnglìng jiānchí bù qŭ Mĕixìu guòmén 

    3sg FANKANG parents-DE order insist NEG-marry Meixiu in gate 

    ‘He resisted the order from his parents, and insisted that he would not marry Meixiu into  

     his house.’ 

(47) 我聽從醫生的指示，接受治療並經常和醫師聯繫。 

    wŏ tīngcóng yīshēng de zhĭshì jiēshòu zhìliáo bìng jīngcháng hé yīshī lián xì 

    I obey doctor-DE instruction receive treatment and constant with doctor contact 

    ‘I obeyed the instruction of the doctor, took treatments and remained contact with the     

     doctor constantly.’ 
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5.3 Object Fronting 

 

The object fronting construction is widely used in Mandarin to emphasize the  

force-taking object by moving it to the frontal position of the sentence. 5.3.1 illustrates object 

fronting constructions in which the object is marked by 對Dui ‘to.’ 5.3.2 introduces 

topicalization in which the object is moved to sentence initial.  

 

5.3.1 Object Fronting I: The Dui Construction 

 

Through corpus observation, it is found that a large portion of Mandarin FIVs  

undergo object fronting in which the force-taking object is proceded and introduced by the 

preposition 對dui‘to’:  

 

(48) a. 我反抗/順從父母。 

      wŏ fănkàng/shùncóng fùmŭ  

      I FANKANG/SHUNCONG parents 

      ‘I resist/obey (the order of) my parents.’ 

    b. 我對父母反抗/順從。 

      wŏ duì fùmŭ fănkàng/shùncóng 

      I to parents FANKANG/SHUNCONG 

      ‘I am resistant/submissive to my parents.’           

(49) a. 我幫忙/支持他。 

      wŏ bāngmáng/zhīchí tā  

      I help/support 3sg 

      ‘I help/support him.’          

    b. 我對他非常/很/特別幫忙/支持。 
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      wŏ duì tā fēicháng/hěn/tèbié bāngmáng/zhīchí 

      I to 3sg very help/support 

      ‘I am very helpful/supportive to him.’          

(50) a. 我允許/放任他離開。 

      wŏ yŭnxŭ/fàngrèn tā líkāi 

      I allow/let 3sg leave 

      ‘I allow/let him to leave/leave.’     

    b. 我對他表示允許/放任。 

      wŏ duì tā biăoshì yŭnxŭ/fàngrèn 

      I to 3sg express allow/let 

      ‘I express my allowance/noninterference to him.’     

(51) a. 我阻止/強迫他， 

      wŏ zŭzhĭ/qiángpò tā  

      I stop/force 3sg 

      ‘I stop/force him.’ 

    b. *我對他阻止/強迫。 

       wŏ duì tā zŭzhĭ/qiángpò 

       I to 3sg stop/force 

      *‘I stop/force to him.’ 

 

     From the examples above, it is interesting to see that the dui construction in (48b) is 

relatively straight forward comparing with other patterns in (49b) and (50b). The main verb 

反抗fănkàng “to resist” or 順從shùncóng “to submit to” is directly followed the object 父母

fùmŭ ‘parents’ without category shift.  

     Verbs that maintain their verbal status as shown in (48b) include 反抗fănkàng “to 

resist,” 抵抗dĭkàng “to resist,” 抵擋dĭdăng “to withstand,” 抗拒kàngjù “to resist,” 抵拒
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dĭjù “to resist,” 拒抗jùkàng “to resist,” 聽從tīngcóng “to obey,” 順從shùncóng “to submit 

to,” and 遵從zūncóng “to comply with.” 

     On the other hand, verbs such as 幫忙bāngmáng “to help,” 支持zhīchí “to support” in 

(49b) and 幫助bāngzhù “to help,” 援助yuánzhù “to assist,” 扶助fúzhù “to help,” 協助

xiézhù “to assist,” 輔助fŭzhù “to assist,” 匡助kuāngzhù “to help,” 扶持fúchí “to support,” 

扶植fúzhí “to support,” 資助zīzhù “to patronize,” 贊助zànzhù “to sponsor,” 補助bŭzhù “to 

subsidize”, and so on are shifted from active verbs to stative verbs by collocating with the 

degree adverb 非常/很/特別/fēicháng/hěn/tèbié ‘very’ when they occur in this construction. 

     Furthermore, the verb 允許yŭnxŭ “to allow” and 放任fàngrèn “to let” in (50b) 

undergo nominalization by collocating with the verb 表示biăoshì “to show” when they are in 

this construction. We found it the same for verbs such as 允讓yŭnràng “to allow,” 允許

yŭnxŭ “to allow,” 准許zhŭnxŭ “to permit,” 同意tóngyì “to agree to,” 放任fàngrèn “to let,” 

放縱fàngzòng “to indulge,” 縱容zòngróng “to connive,” and 任憑rènpíng “to let alone.”  

     As shown in (51), no dui construction is found for Mandarin FIVs such as 迫使pòshĭ 

“to make,” 強使qiángshĭ “to make,” 逼使bīshĭ “to make,” 逼迫bīpò “to force,” 強迫

qiángpò “to force,” 逼bī “to force,” 強逼qiángbī “to force,” 阻止zŭzhĭ “to restrain,” 阻擋

zŭdăng “to block,” 阻礙zŭài “to hinder,” 制止zhìzhĭ “to stop,” 遏止èzhĭ “to stop,” 遏制

èzhì “to stop,” 阻撓 zŭnáo “to hinder,” 攔阻 lánzŭ “to hinder,” 中止 zhōngzhĭ “to 

discontinue,” 終止zhōngzhĭ “to terminate,” 中斷zhōngduàn “to discontinue,” 結束jiéshù 

“to end,” 終結zhōngjié “to terminate,” 預防yùfáng ‘to prevent,’ 防止fángzhĭ “to prevent,” 

避免bìmiăn “to avoid,” etc.  

 

5.3.2 Object Fronting II: Topicalization 

 

     Based on corpus investigations, the majority of Mandarin FIVs can undergo object 

fronting and move to the sentence initial position as the topic of the sentence: 
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(52) 父母的命令我一律 反抗/順從。 

    fùmŭ de mingling wŏ yílü făngkàng/shùncóng 

    parents-DE order I without exception resist/obey 

    ‘As for the order from my parents, I always resist/obey without exception.’  

(53) 你我一定 幫忙/支持。  

    nĭ wŏ yídìng bāngmáng/zhīchí 

    you I definitely help/support 

    ‘As for you, I will definitely help/support.’  

(54) 這件事警方只能盡力阻止/阻擋。 

zhèjiànshì jĭngfāng zhĭnéng jìnlì zŭzhĭ/zŭdăng 

this-CL matter the police can only do the best ZUZHI/ZUDANG 

‘As for this matter, the police can do nothing but try their best to stop it.’ 

(55) 你離開我允許/同意。 

    nĭ líkāi wŏ yŭnxŭ/tóngyì 

    you leave I allow 

    ‘As for your leaving, I allow (you to do so).’  

 

     Verbs such as 反抗fănkàng “to resist,” 抵抗dĭkàng “to resist,” 抵擋dĭdăng “to 

withstand,” 抗拒kàngjù “to resist,” 抵拒dĭjù “to resist,” 拒抗jùkàng “to resist,” 聽從

tīngcóng “to obey,” 順從shùncóng “to submit to,” 遵從zūncóng “to comply with,” are often 

found in sentence initial as shown in (52); whereas verbs such as 幫bāng “to help,” 幫忙

bāngmáng “to help,” 幫助bāngzhù “to help,” 援助yuánzhù “to assist,” 扶助fúzhù “to help,” 

協助xiézhù “to assist,” 輔助fŭzhù “to assist,” 匡助kuāngzhù “to help,” 支持zhīchí “to 

support,” 扶持fúchí “to support,” 扶植fúzhí “to support,” 資助zīzhù “to patronize,” 贊助

zànzhù “to sponsor,” and 補助bŭzhù “to subsidize,” other than moving the force-taking 

object to the front, can also emphasize on the force-exerting party by collocating with 由
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you‘by’: 

 

(56) 他由教育部支持出國研修。 

    tā yóu jiàoyùbù zhīchí chūguó yánxīu 

    3sg by Minisry of Education support go abroad study 

    ‘He is supported by the Minisry of Education to study abroad.’  

 

     For some other FIVs such as 允讓yŭnràng “to allow,” 允許yŭnxŭ “to allow,” 准許

zhŭnxŭ “to permit,” and 同意tóngyì “to agree to,” 阻止zŭzhĭ “to restrain,” 阻擋zŭdăng “to 

block,” 阻礙zŭài “to hinder,” 制止zhìzhĭ “to stop,” 遏止èzhĭ “to stop,” 遏制èzhì “to stop,”

阻撓zŭnáo “to hinder,” 攔阻lánzŭ “to hinder,” 中止zhōngzhĭ “to discontinue,” 終止

zhōngzhĭ “to terminate,” 中斷zhōngduàn “to discontinue,” 結束jiéshù “to end,” 終結

zhōngjié “to terminate,” 預防yùfáng “to prevent,” 防止fángzhĭ “to prevent,” and 避免

bìmiăn “to avoid,”it is seldom but still possible to move the force-taking object to the 

sentence initial position as shown in (54-55). 

     On the other hand, FIVs such as 迫使pòshĭ “to make,” 強使qiángshĭ “to make,” 逼使

bīshĭ “to make,” 逼迫bīpò “to force,” and 強迫qiángpò ‘to force,’ are not compatible with 

topicalization:  

 

(57) *子女父母強迫。  

     zĭnü fùmŭ qiángpò 

     children parent QIANGPO 

    *‘As for children, the parents force.’ 
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5.4 Voice 

 

     According to Levin (1993), some verbs are normally expressed in an active voice. 

They can, however, occur in a passive pattern. This is fairly shared by many Mandarin FIVs 

but they only differ in what passive marker is frequently used to represent the passive voice. 

In Mandarin, the passive voice is mostly marked by the passive marker 被bei, 受shou, and

遭zao. From corpus observations, Mandarin FIVs seem to have different preference with 

regard to the passive marker choice.  

     Verbs such as 逼迫bīpò “to force,” 強迫qiángpò “to force,” 逼bī “to force,” 強逼

qiángbī “to force,” 阻止zŭzhĭ “to restrain,” 阻擋zŭdăng “to block,” 阻礙zŭài “to hinder,” 

制止zhìzhĭ “to stop,” 遏止èzhĭ “to stop,” 遏制èzhì “to stop,” 阻撓zŭnáo “to hinder,” 攔阻

lánzŭ “to hinder,” 中止zhōngzhĭ “to discontinue,” 終止zhōngzhĭ “to terminate,” 中斷

zhōngduàn “to discontinue,” 結束jiéshù “to end,” and 終結zhōngjié “to terminate” usually 

occur in a passive pattern with the passive marker 被beiand 遭shou: 

 

(58) a. 我強迫/阻止他。 

      wŏ qiángpò/zŭzhĭ tā 

      I QIANGPO/ZUZHI 3sg 

      ‘I force/stop him.’ 

    b. 他被我強迫/阻止。 

      tā bèi wŏ qiángpò/zŭzhĭ 

      3sgby me QIANGPO/ZUZHI 

      ‘He is stopped (from doing something)/forced (to do something) by me.’ 

    c. 他遭/遭到我強迫/阻止。 

      tā zāo/zāodào wŏ qiángpò/zŭzhĭ 

      3sg suffer from me QIANGPO/ZUZHI 
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      ‘He suffers from my forcing/stopping.’ 

d. *他遭/遭到我幫忙/支持/允許/放任。 

   tā zāo/zāodào wŏ bāngmáng/zhīchí/yŭnxŭ/fàngrèn 

   3sg suffer from me BANGMANG/ZHICHI/YUNXU/FANGREN 

  *‘He suffers from my helping/supporting/allowing/letting.’ 

 

     The passive markers 遭zao and 遭到zaodao as shown in (58c-d) indicate a more 

“negative” interaction in which the force-taking object is ‘suffering from’ the force interaction. 

It is feasible to find (58c) grammatical whereas (58d) ungrammatical because FIVs such as 

強迫qiángpò “to force,” 阻止 zŭzhĭ “to restrain,” in (58c) encode an opposite force 

interaction, which cognitively compatibale with the suffering sense when one force-exerting 

party wins over the other.  

     Verbs such as 幫忙bāngmáng “to help,” 支持zhīchí “to support” and so on in (58d) 

are not denoting a counter direactional force relaion. Therefore, occurring in a passive pattern 

marked by 遭zao and 遭到zaodao is scarcely possible. As a matter of fact, verbs such as 幫

忙bāngmáng “to help,” 幫助bāngzhù “to help,” 援助yuánzhù “to assist,” 扶助fúzhù “to 

help,” 協助xiézhù “to assist,” 輔助fŭzhù “to assist,” 匡助kuāngzhù “to help,” 支持zhīchí 

“to support,” 扶持fúchí “to support,” 扶植fúzhí “to support,” 資助zīzhù “to patronize,” 贊

助zànzhù “to sponsor,” and 補助bŭzhù “to subsidize,” are more often in a passive pattern 

markerd by the passive marker 受shou or are nominalized in a passive pattern with the 

passive marker 受到shoudao: 

 

(59) a. 他幫助/支持我。 

      tā bāngzhù/zhīchí wŏ 

      3sgBANGZHU/ZHICHI me 

      ‘He helps/supports me.’ 
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    b. 我受他幫助/支持。 

      wŏ shòutā bāngzhù/zhīchí 

      I receive 3sghelp/support 

      ‘I am supported by him.’ 

    c. 我受到他的幫助+nom/支持+nom。 

      wŏ shòudà tā de bāngzhù/zhīchí 

      I receive 3sgde BANGZHU/ZHICHI 

      ‘I received his assistance/support.’ 

 

     Verbs such as 反抗fănkàng “to resist,” 抵抗dĭkàng “to resist,” 抵擋dĭdăng “to 

withstand,” 抗拒kàngjù “to resist,” 抵拒dĭjù “to resist,” 拒抗jùkàng “to resist,” 聽從

tīngcóng “to obey,” 順從shùncóng “to submit to,” 遵從zūncóng “to comply with,” 允讓

yŭnràng “to allow,” 允許yŭnxŭ “to allow,” 准許zhŭnxŭ “to permit,” 同意tóngyì “to agree 

to,” 放任fàngrèn “to let,” 放縱fàngzòng “to indulge,” 縱容zòngróng “to connive,” and 任

憑rènpíng “to let alone without restriction” are regularly expressed in an active pattern, but 

when passive alternation is needed, 受到shoudaois frequently chosen over 受shou.  

  

(60) a. 台灣人民抵抗日本軍隊入侵。 

      Táiwān rénmín dĭkàng Rìběn jūnduì rùqīn 

      Taiwanese people DIKANG Japanese army invade 

      ‘The Tanwanese people fighted against the invasion of the Japanese army.’  

    b. 日本軍隊受到台灣人民強烈的抵抗+nom。 

      Rìběn jūnduì shòudào Táiwān rénmín qiángliè de dĭkàng 

      Japanese army receive Taiwanese people strong resistance 

      ‘The Japanese army received a strong resistance from the Tanwanese people.’  
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5.5 The Collocation with An Instrument 

 

Accoring to the corpus, it is possible for FIVs such as 迫使pòshĭ “to make,” 強使 

qiángshĭ “to make,” 逼使bīshĭ “to make,” 逼迫bīpò “to force,” 強迫qiángpò “to force,” 逼

bī “to force,” 強逼qiángbī “to force,” 阻止zŭzhĭ “to restrain,” 阻擋zŭdăng “to block,” 阻礙

zŭài “to hinder,” 制止zhìzhĭ “to stop,” 遏止èzhĭ “to stop,” 遏制èzhì “to stop,” 阻撓zŭnáo 

“to hinder,” 攔阻 lánzŭ “to hinder,” 中止zhōngzhĭ “to discontinue,” 終止zhōngzhĭ “to 

terminate,” 中斷 zhōngduàn “to discontinue,” 結束 jiéshù “to end,” 終結 zhōngjié “to 

terminate,” 預防yùfáng “to prevent,” 防止fángzhĭ “to prevent,” 避免bìmiăn “to avoid,” 反

抗fănkàng “to resist,” 抵抗dĭkàng “to resist,” 抵擋dĭdăng “to withstand,” 抗拒kàngjù “to 

resist,” 抵拒dĭjù “to resist,” 拒抗 jùkàng “to resist,” 聽從 tīngcóng “to obey,” 順從

shùncóng “to submit to,” 遵從zūncóng “to comply with,” 幫bāng “to help,” 幫忙bāngmáng 

“to help,” 幫助bāngzhù “to help,” 援助yuánzhù “to assist,” 扶助fúzhù “to help,” 協助

xiézhù “to assist,” 輔助fŭzhù “to assist,” 匡助kuāngzhù “to help,” 支持zhīchí “to support,” 

扶持fúchí “to support,” 扶植fúzhí “to support,” 資助zīzhù “to patronize,” 贊助zànzhù “to 

sponsor,” and 補助bŭzhù “to subsidize,” to collocate with an Intrrument marked by 用

yong or 以yi ‘by’ : 

 

(61) 我用/以手/身體阻止/強迫/反抗/幫助你離開。 

    wŏ yòng/yĭ shŏu/shēntĭ zŭzhĭ/qiángpò/fănkàng/bāngzhù nĭ líkāi 

I by hand/body stop/force/resist/help you leave 

    ‘I stop/force/resist/help you from leaving/to leave/in your leaving/leave by hands/with  

     my body.’  

 

     On the other hand, it is umgrammatical for FIVs such as 允讓yŭnràng “to allow,” 允

許yŭnxŭ “to allow,” 准許zhŭnxŭ “to permit,” 同意tóngyì “to agree to,” 放任fàngrèn “to let,” 
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放縱fàngzòng “to indulge,” 縱容zòngróng “to connive,” and 任憑rènpíng “to let alone 

without restriction” to specify the Instrument because the force interactions they encode are 

somewhat involved a disengaging party.  

 

(62) *我用/以手/身體允許/放任你離開。 

wŏ yòng/yĭ shŏu/shēntĭ yŭnxŭ/fàngrèn nĭ líkāi 

I by hand/body allow/let you leave 

    *‘I allow/let you to leave/leave by using my hands/body.’ 

 

     To conclude this section, it is found that some Mandarin FIVs behave like one another 

whereas some are distinctive based on what syntactic realization they perform. Table (6) 

below summaries the syntactic bahaviors of the verbs and presents a grouping relation which 

plays a significant role in classifying Mandarin FIVs.  

 

Second VP Object Fronting Mandarin FIVs Vi. 
Complement Adjunct Dui Topicalization 

Instrument 
Collocation 

迫使pòshĭ “to 
make,” 強迫
qiángpò “to 
force,”etc. 

x v x x x v 

阻止zŭzhĭ “to 
restrain,” 阻擋
zŭdăng “to 
block,” etc. 

x v x x v v 

中止zhōngzhĭ “to 
discontinue,” 終
止zhōngzhĭ “to 
terminate,”etc. 

v v x x v v 

反抗fănkàng “to 
resist,” 聽從
tīngcóng “to 

x x v v v v 
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obey,”etc. 
幫忙bāngmáng 
“to help,” 支持
zhīchí “to 
support,” etc. 

x v x v v v 

允許yŭnxŭ “to 
allow,” 放任
fàngrèn “to let,” 
etc. 

x v x v v x 

Table (6): The summary chart of the syntactic behaviors of Mandarin FIVs 

 

5.6 Participant Roles of the Verbs 

 

     There are participant roles found to be essential in the event of unilateral force 

interaction. The relative force-exerting parties are introduced in 5.6.1. The target actions in 

the force interaction event are divided in 5.6.2. Other non-core roles are displayed in 5.6.3. 

 

5.6.1 The Two Forces: Force-exerting party_1 and Force-exerting party_2 

 

     In a unilateral force interaction event, Force-exerting party_1 and Force-exerting 

party_2 are of the greatest significance. Semantically, both parties are typically a referential 

entity (郭先生guōxiānshēng ‘Mr. Guo,’ 政府zhèngfŭ ‘the government’) or an active event 

nominal (蒙古人的入侵ménggŭrén de rùqīn ‘the invasion of the Mongolian’) that is capable 

of exerting forces though metaphorical extension (Liu et at. 2006). Generally, Force-exerting 

party_1 is the force-initiating party, and often functions as the sentence subject. 

Force-exerting party_2 on the contrary, being the force-taking party, serves more as the object. 

The role of the two parties is relative based on the force direction to which they exert. In this 

section, four sets of force-exerting parties are divided and discussed one by one:  

1) Antagonist to Agonist, 2) Re-acting force to Prior force, 3) Benefiter to Beneficiary, 
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and 4) Grantor to Grantee.  

 

1) Antagonist to Agonist:  

 

(63)  Antagonist[NP;CL]:  

Semantic Definition: An antagonistic force-exerting entity or event which opposes an   

                 opposite force onto an Agonist for or to trigger a particular act in a force  

                 interaction.  

Syntactic function: Normally it is surfaced as an NP and sometimes a clause in subject  

                position.  

 

(64)  Agonist [NP;CL]: 

Semantic definition: An agonistic force-exerting entity or event that takes the opposite force  

                 exerted by the Antagonist and performs a certain actionin a force          

                 interaction.  

Syntactic function: Normally it is surfaced as an NP or a clause in object position.  

Ex. 戰後[蘇聯/Antagonist]迫使[數十萬人/Agonist]在西伯利亞勞動。 

    zàn hòu Sūlián pòshĭ shùshíwàn rén zài Xībólìyă láodòng 

    War after the Soviet Union POSHI several hundred thousand people at Siberia physical   

    labor 

    ‘After the war, the Soviet Union made several hundred thousands of people participate in  

     physical labor in Siberia.’ 

 

2) Re-acting force to Prior force:  

 

(65)  Re-acting force[NP]:  
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Semantic definition: A force-exerting entity, which responses to a presupposed Prior force,  

                exerts a counteractive force back to the Prior force and quite  

                often performs an accompanying act afterwards. 

Syntactic function: It is normally realized as a subject NP. 

 

(66)  Prior force[NP]: 

Semantic definition: The presupposed force-exerting entity or event to which the Re-acting  

                 force respond by performing an accompanying act in a force interaction.  

Syntactic function: It is normally realized as an NP or an event nominal in object position.  

Ex. [我/Re-acting force]反抗[黨中央/Prior force]，參選了這次立委選舉。 

    wŏ fănkàng dăngzhōngyāng cānxuăn le zhècì lìwěixuănjŭ 

 I FANKANG Party Central Committee, register-PERF this legislator election 

    ‘I resisted (the order of) the Party Central Committee and registered my candidacy for  

     legislator.’  

Ex. [我/Re-acting force]聽從[醫生的指示/Prior force]，接受治療並和醫師聯繫。 

   wŏ tīngcóng yīshēng de zhĭshì jiēshòu zhìliáo bìng hé yīshī lián xì 

   I obey doctor-DE instruction receive treatment and with doctor contact 

   ‘I obeyed the instruction of the doctor, took treatments and remained contact with the   

    doctor.’ 

 

3) Benefiter to Beneficiary 

 

(67)  Benefiter[NP;CL]: 

Semantic definition: Aforce-exerting entity or event which exerts a same directional force to  

                 benefit the Beneficiary in achieving a target act in a force interaction.  

Syntactic function: Normally it is surfaced as an NP or a clause in subject position.  
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(68)  Beneficiary[NP]:  

Semantic definition: The need-possessing force-exerting entity or event which either receives  

                 the assistance from the Benefiter while achieving a target act or is  

                 simply benefited from the favor done by the Benefiter. 

Syntactic function: Normally it is surface as an NP in object position.  

Ex. [居禮先生的父親/Benefiter]也幫忙[他們/Beneficiary]照顧孩子。 

    Jūlĭxi ānshēng de fùqīn yĕ bāngzhù tāmén zhàogù háizi  

    Curie mister DE father also help they take care of the children 

    ‘Mister Curie’s father also helps them take care of the children.’ 

 

4) Grantor to Grantee:  

 

(69)  Grantor[NP]: 

Semantic definition: The disengaging entity (usually anauthoritative human) who makes the  

                 way for the Grantee to carry out a target act in a force interaction.  

Syntactic function: Normally it is surfaced as an NP subject. 

 

(70)  Grantee[NP]:  

Semantic definition: A force-exerting entity (usually a human) with the permission of  

                 the disengaging Grantor performs a target act granted by the Grantor in a  

                 force interaction.  

Syntactic function: It is normally surfaced as an NP object.  

Ex. [老師/Grantor]允許[他/Grantee]先離開。 

   lăoshī yŭnxŭ tā xiān líkāi 

   teacher YUNXU 3sg first leave 

   ‘The teacher allows himto leave first.’ 
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5.6.2 The Target 

 

     Secondly, in a unilateral force interaction event, there is typically a certain action (a 

Target13) for or to which the two forces (Force-exerting party_1 and 2) interact with each 

other. Semantically, it is the tendency of either one of the force-exerting parties or both 

depending on whether or not they share the same view. Syntactically, it is surfaced as a 

second VP. Subtypes such as Target act, Intended act and Accompanying act are divided 

and discussed as following: 

 

(71)  Target act[VP]: 

Semantic definition: The act toward which the Force-exerting party_2 moves.  

Syntactic function: It is normally realized as a complement VP. 

Ex. [媽媽/Antagonist]強迫[他/Agonist][考前三名/Target act]。 

    māmā qiángpò tā kăo qiánsānmíng 

    Mother QIANGPO him test top three 

    ‘The mother forces him to test into the top three in class. 

Ex. [居禮先生的父親/Benefiter]也幫[他們/Beneficiary][照顧孩子/Target act]。 

   Jūlĭxi ānshēng de fùqīn yĕ bāng tāmén zhàogù háizi  

   Curie mister DE father also BANG them take care of the children 

   ‘Mister Curie’s father also helps them take care of the children.’ 

Ex. [老師/Grantor]允許[他/Grantee][旁聽/Target act]。 

   lăoshī yŭnxŭ tā pángtīng 

   Teacher YUNXU 3sg audit 

   ‘The teacher allows him to be an auditor (in the class).’  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
13 The semantic role “Target” is in fact a general term for all kinds of action related to the interaction between 
force-exerting party 1 and 2. It is tagged as “Target” not as “Act” because we want to maintain the consistency 
of frame analysis shown later in chapter 6.  
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(72)  Intended act[VP]:  

Semantic definition: The act from which the Force-exerting party_2 is compelled to move  

                 away.  

Syntactic function: Normally, it is surfaced as a complement VP with its TAM unmarked.  

Ex. [我/Antagonist]阻止[他/Agonist][離開/Intended act]。 

    wŏ zŭzhĭ tā líkāi 

    I ZUZHI 3sg leave 

    ‘I stop him from leaving (he might or might not leave).’ 

Ex. [超音速/Antagonist]終止[熱火/Agonist][連勝/Intended act]。 

   Chāoyīnsù zhōngzhĭ Rèhuŏ liánshèng 

   Chaoyinsu terminate Rehuo continue win 

   ‘The Oklahoma City Thunder stopped the Miami Hear from winning streak.’ 

 

(73)  Accompanying act[VP]:  

Semantic definition: The counteractive or submissive act the Force-exerting party_2  

                 performs to be in association with.  

Syntactic function: It is surfaced as anadjunct VP separated from the complement NP2 by a  

                comma.  

Ex. [我/Re-acting force]反抗[黨中央/Prior force]，[參選了這次立委選舉/Accompanying  

    act]。 

    wŏ fănkàng dăngzhōngyāng cānxuăn le zhècì lìwěixuănjŭ 

 I FANKANG Party Central Committee, register-PERF this legislator election 

    ‘I resisted (the order of) the Party Central Committee and registered my candidacy for  

     legislator.’  
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5.6.3 Other Non-Core Roles: Instrument, Means, Manner, Degree, and Place 

 

(74)  Instrument [NP]: 

Semantic definition: The device (usually a body part or a handy tool) used by the  

                 force-exerting party in a force interaction.  

Syntactic function: It is surfaced as an NP and oftenly collocates with 用yòng/以yĭ ‘by.’ 

Ex. [他/Antagonist]用[雙手/Instrument]阻擋[敵人的反擊/Agonist]。 

   tā yòng shuāngshŏu zŭdăng dírén de fănjí 

   3sg by both hands ZUDANG enemy’s resistance attack  

   ‘He blocks the resistance attack from the enemy by hands.’  

 

(75)  Means [NP;VP]:  

Semantic definition: The way or method by which the force-exerting party used in a  

                 force interaction.  

Syntactic function: It is surfaced as an NP or a VP and oftenly collocates with 用/以/靠 ~的 

                方式. 

Ex. [他/Antagonist]以[迂迴的方式/Means]阻止[媒體/Agonist][發問/Hindered act]。 

    tā yĭ yūhuí de fāngshì zŭzhĭ méitĭ fāwèn 

    3sg by wave his way through ZUZHI mass media ask questions 

    ‘He stops the press from asking questions by waving his way through.’  

 

(76)  Manner [ADVP]: 

Semantic definition: The attitude of the force-exerting party in a force interaction.  

Syntactic function: It is typically expressed as an adverbial modifier. 

Ex. [他/Benefiter][義不容辭地/Manner]幫[災民/Beneficiary][重建/Target act]。 

   tā yìbùróngcí de bāng zāimín chóngjiàn 
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   3sg without hesitation BANG victims rebuild 

   ‘He helps the victims (of the natural disaster) to rebuild (their houses) without hesitation.’ 

 

(77)  Degree [ADJP]:  

Semantic definition: The degree of force exerted by the force-exerting party in a  

                 force interaction.  

Syntactic function: It is typically a degree adverb. 

Ex. [老師/Benefiter][相當/Degree]支持[我/Beneficiary][出國/Target act]。 

    lăoshī xiāngdāng zhīchí wŏ chūguó 

    Teacher very support me go abroad 

    ‘The teacher is very supportive with regard to my going abroad.’ 

 

(78)  Place [NP]:  

Semantic definition: The location where the force interaction occurs 

Syntactic function: It is usually sufaced as an NP collocating with 在zai. 

Ex. [我/Benefiter]在[店裡/Place]幫[媽媽/Beneficiary][掃地/Target act]。 

   wŏ zài diànlĭ bāng māmā zăodì 

   I in shop BANG mother sweep the floor 

   ‘I sweep the floor for my mother in the shop.’ 
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5.7 Summary  

 

     In chapter 5, the correlation of syntactic realizations and semantic properties are 

presented via the inspection on 1) the complement NP, 2) the complement VP, 3) object 

fronting, 4) voice, 5) the collocation association with an Instrument, and 6) participant roles. 

Based on the corpus, it is found that some groups of verbs share the same set of syntactic 

patterns. The findings provide a strong basis of verb categorization on unilateral force 

interaction verbs in Mandarin, which will be illustrated in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 6 

                             Analysis 

 

This chapter aims to present a frame-based analysis of Mandarin Force Interaction 

Verbs (FIVs) with a focus on unilateral force interactions based on different lexicalization 

patterns shown in chapter 4 as well as the unique syntactic-semantic correlations observed in 

chapter 5. The framework proposed by Liu and Chiang (2008) is adopted in this chapter to 

capture the multi-layered taxonomy of Mandarin FIVs. 6.1 illustrates the verbal framework 

and the conceptual schema postulated to capture the cognitive reasoning of force interaction 

events. 6.2 presents the hierarchical frame structure and the taxonomy of each frame. 6.3 

provides an overview of the frames and 6.4 summaries this chapter. 

 

6.1 Conceptual Schema of Force Interaction Archiframe 

 

     According to Liu and Chiang (2008), an Archiframe is the maximal scope of an 

eventive background, which is schematized by a Conceptual Schema (CS) plotting with a set 

of default participants, that is, the Frame Elements (FEs). The schematized representation 

reveals the cognitive basis for a specific frame and the interrelations among its subframes.  

Based on force relations discussed in chapter 1, force interaction events are divided into 

Unilateral force interaction and Bilateral force interaction depending on what force 

trajectory projections they denote.  

 

(79)  Two Clines of Force Interaction Events: 

a. Unilateral Force Interaction         (AB Target) 

華府阻止法國出售航空母艦給中共。 

Huáfŭ zŭzhĭ Fàguó chūshòu hángkōngmŭjiàn gěi Zhōnggòng 
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   Washingtan D.C. ZUZHI France vend aircraft carrier to Chinese Communist Party 

   ‘The US government stops France from vending the aircraft carrier to the Chinese  

    government.’   

  b. Bilateral Force Interaction          (A and B Target) 

    我們合作舉辦就業博覽會。 

    wŏmen hézuò jŭbàn jìuyè bólănhuì 

    we HEZUO host career fair 

    ‘We cooperate in hosting a career fair.’  

    章子怡和李安合作《臥虎藏龍》。 

    Zhāngzĭyí hé Lĭān hézhò Wòhŭcánglóng 

    Zhangziyi Conj. An Lee HEZUO “Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon” 

    ‘Zhanziyi and An Lee cooperate in (filming the movie) “Crouching Tiger, Hidden   

     Dragon”.’ 

 

     The force interaction in (84a) is exerting between a force-initiating party 華府Huáfŭ 

‘The US government’ and a force-taking party 法國Fàguó ‘France’ for a target action 出

售航空母艦給中共chūshòu hángkōngmŭjiàn gěi Zhōnggòng ‘sale the aircraft carrier to the 

Chinese government’ whereas the force interaction in (84b) is exerting mutually and 

recripocally between two conjoined Force-exerting parties 我們wŏmen ‘we’ or 章子怡和

李安Zhāngzĭyí hé Lĭān ‘Zhanziyi and An Lee’ for a target action 舉辦就業博覽會jŭbàn 

jìuyè bólănhuì ‘host a career fair’ or for a target theme 臥虎藏龍Wòhŭcánglóng 

‘Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon.’ Nevertheless, no matter the event is unilateral or bilateral, 

a force interaction event takes two force-exerting parties (A, B, or A+B) to interact with and 

a particular Target (an action or a theme) that is related to the interaction. Diagram (12) 

below displays the conceptual schema of force interaction events: 
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Diagram (12): the Conceptual Schema of Force Interaction Archiframe 

 

     In the conceptual schema, Force-exerting party_1 (A) and Force-exerting party_2 (B) 

impose the dynamic forces upon each other interactively for a particular Target. Note that it 

is possible for A and B to combine and conjoin as Force-exerting parties (A+B) to reach a 

Target in a force interaction. 

 

6.2 The Hierarchical Structure of the Frame 

 

     Under the assumption that verb meanings are anchored in semantic frames with 

lexically-profiled specificities (Fillmore and Atkins 1992, Goldberg 2005), we adopted the 

classificational scheme established by Liu and Chiang (2008) to analyze and construct a 

frame-based taxonomy of Mandarin Force Interaction Verbs (FIVs). Based on the findings 

presented in chapter 4 and 5, Mandarin FIVs are categorized into various frames and these 

frames can be further analyzed into several layers. In this section, all frames will be 

introduced layer by layer and one by one following the hierarchcal semantic scope: 

Archiframe > Primary frame > Basic frame > Microframe. 6.2.1 introduces the archiframe. 

6.2.2 displays primary frames with a focus on the unilateral frame. 6.2.3 presents basic frames 

and 6.2.4 shows microframes.  
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6.2.1 Layer 1: Archiframe (Force Interaction frame) 

 

     According to Liu and Chiang (2008), an Archiframe (AF) is relatively the highest frame 

in the extenable semantic hierarchy. It represents a relatively large and independent semantic 

domain, in this case, the force interaction domain. An archiframe provides an overarching 

conceptual schema as the semantic prerequisite for the individual subframes underneath. The 

information of Force Interaction archiframe is given below:  

 

Definition: A relational force interaction that involves two (sometimes more) Force-exerting 

parties (A and B), in which Force-exerting party_1 (A) and Force-exerting party_2 (B) 

impose dynamic forces upon each other interactively to reach a particular Target. Note that it 

can be further divided into Unilateral interaction and Bilateral interction based on what force 

trajectory it is.  

Representitive lemma:阻止zŭzhĭ “to stop,”合作hézuò “to cooperate” 

Frame Elements: Force-exerting party_1, Force-exerting party_2,  

               Force-exerting parties, Target 

Conceptual Schema:  
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Defining Patterns:  

a. Force-exerting party_1[NP] < * < Force-exerting party_2 [NP]< (Target[VP]) 

  [隔壁的王先生/Force-exerting party_1]一直[阻止/Force Interaction][她/Force-exerting   

   party_2][買房子/Target]， 

  gébì de Wáng xiānshēng yìzhí zŭzhĭ tā măi fángze 

  next door Wang mister continuously ZUZHI 3sg buy house 

  ‘Mister Wang next door keeps restraining her from buying the house.’ 

b. Force-exerting party_2[NP] < * < Force-exerting party_1[NP] < ( ,Target[VP])  

  [我/Force-exerting party_2][順從/Force Interaction][婆婆/Force-exerting party_2]，[努力  

   持家/Target]。 

  wŏ shùncóng pópo nŭlìchíjiā 

  I comply with mother-in-lawstrive manage household 

  ‘I complied with my mother-in-law, and strived to manage the household.’ 

c. Force-exerting party_1[NP] < Conj{和/跟/與} < Force-exerting party_2[NP] < * <  

  (Target[VP;NP;CL]) 

  [紀金池/Force-exerting party_1]與[好友/Force-exerting party_2][合力/Force  

   Interaction][創辦私立盲人有聲圖書館/Target]， 

  Jìjīnchí yŭ hăoyŏu hélì chuàngbàn sīlì yŏushēng túshūguăn 

  Jijinchi CONJ good friend HELI found Private audio library for the blind 

  ‘Jijinchi and his good friend cooperate in founding the Private audio library for the blind.’ 

d. Force-exerting parties[NP] < * < (Target[VP;NP;CL]) 

  [兩個町/Force-exerting parties][合作/Force Interaction][舉辦嘉年華會/Target]。 

  liăng-ge tĭng hézuò jŭbàn jiāniánhuáhuì 

  Two city block HEZUO host carnival 

  ‘The two city blocks cooperate in hosting the carnival.’ 
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6.2.2 Layer 2: Primary Frame 

 

     As defined previously in section 3.2.2, Primary Frames (PFs) are one layer below the 

archiframe in which given portion of the conceptual schema is profiled or specified. Different 

Primary Frames contain distinctive and unique set of core frame elements (FEs) and are 

defined with syntactic representations that are more restricted. Based on the findings in 

previous chapters, two primary frames are divided based on whether the force trajectory is 

Unilateral or Bilateral. The unilateral frame focuses on the initiating-subordinary 

relationship between force-exerting party 1 and 2, which might due to or trigger a particular 

target action; the bilateral frame, on the other hand, emphasizes on the recripocal relationship 

among two or more conjoined force-exerting parties interacting for a target.  

 

          

Diagram (13): The Primary Frames under Force Interaction Archiframe 

 

Information of UNILATERAL primary frame will be given in 6.2.2.1.Since the bilateral cline 

is not the main concern of the present study, we will skip it for the time being. 

 

 

 

 

Force Interaction 

UNILATERAL BILATERAL 
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6.2.2.1 Unilateral Frame 

Definition: It is an initiating-subordinary force interaction in which Force-exerting party_1(A) 

and Force-exerting party_2(B) impose the dynamic action upon each other interactively for or 

to trigger a particular Target action. 

Representative lemma: 強迫qiángpò “to force,” 阻止zŭzhĭ “to restrain,” 中止zhōngzhĭ “to 

discontinue,” 反抗fănkàng “to resist,” 幫助bāngzhù “to help,” 允許yŭnxŭ “to allow” 

Core Frame Elements: Force-exerting party_1, Force-exerting party_2, Target 

Conceptual Schema:  

 

 
 

Definiting Patterns:  

a. Force-exerting party_1[NP;CL] < * < Force-exerting party_2 [NP;CL]< (Target[VP]) 

  [他/Force-exerting party_1]臥軌[阻止/UNILATERAL][火車/Force-exerting party_2][啟  

   動/Target]， 

  tā wòguĭ zŭzhĭ huŏchē qĭdòng 

  3sg lie on rail ZUZHI train start 

  ‘He lay on the rail to stop the train (from moving).’ 

b. Force-exerting party_2[NP] < * < Force-exerting party_1[NP] < ( ,Target[VP])  

  [我/Force-exerting party_2][反抗/UNILATERAL][黨中央/Force-exerting party_1]，[參選 

  了這次立委選舉/Target]。 

  wŏ fănkàng dăngzhōngyāng cānxuăn le zhècì lìwěixuănjŭ 

  I FANKANG Party Central Committee, register-PERF this legislator election 
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  ‘I resisted (the order of) the Party Central Committee and registered my candidacy for  

   legislator.’  

 

6.2.3 Layer 3: Basic Frame 

 

     Basic Frames are semantically more restricted frames under each primary frame. Each 

one of them specifies a narrower scope of meaning. According to Liu and Chiang (2008), 

basic frames are “semantically more informative, distributionally more frequent and common, 

and are associated with foregrounded or backgrounded frame elements within the set of 

primary-selected elements.” (Liu and Chiang 2008:10) 

     That is to say, different basic frames hightlight different frame elements with distinctive 

syntactic represetations. For basic frames under the same primary frame, they inherit the 

defining patterns from the primary frame but develop some unique syntactic patterns of their 

own, which separate them from one another.  

     As mentioned before, we focus on unilateral force interactions. Only basic frames 

under the unilateral primary frame are discussed in this chapter.  

     Verbs in the unilateral primary frame are divided into several basic frames based on the 

force direction they encode and the asymmetrical presentation of certain frame elements, i.e., 

forgrounding or backgrounding particular frame elements to denote a narrower meaning. 

Examples below demonstrate six defining patterns matching with six foregrounded frame 

elements, which show the difference among different basic frames:  

 

(80)  Foregrounding frame elements of verbs under Unilateral primary frame 

  a. [有一些雇主/Antagonist]強迫[懷孕婦女/Agonist][在產前離職/Target act]， 

    yŏu yìxiē gùzhŭ qiángpò huáiyùnfùnŭ zài chănqián lízhí 

    there are some employer QIANGPO pregnant women procreationbefore leave one’s job 
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    ‘There are some employers forcing pregnant exployees to leave their job before      

     they give birth to a child.’ 

  b. [音樂/Agonist]快慢交雜，絕不中止。 

    yīnyuè kuàimàn jiāozá juébù zhōngzhĭ 

    music fast slow interwine never ZHONGSHI 

    ‘The music with mixed speed never stops (for good).’ 

c. [組織委員/Antagonist]阻止[記者/Agonist][不要詢問政治性議題/Target act]。 

    zŭzhī wěiyuán zŭzhĭ jìzhě búyào xúnwèn zhèngzhìxiàng yìtí 

    Organizing committee ZUZHI reporter NEG-ask political issue 

    ‘The organizing committee stops reporters (because they) don’t want them to ask     

     questions about political issues.’ 

d. [我/Re-acting force]聽從[醫生的指示/Prior force]，[接受治療並經常和醫師聯繫  

/Accompanying act]。 

    wŏ tīngcóng yīshēng de zhĭshì jiēshòu zhìliáo bìng jīngcháng hé yīshī lián xì 

    I obey doctor-DE instruction receive treatment and constant with doctor contact 

    ‘I obeyed the instruction of the doctor, took treatments and remained contact   

    with the doctor constantly.’ 

  e. [各地義工/Benefiter]幫忙[救難隊/Beneficiary][搬動救援物資/Target act]。 

    gèdì yìgōng bāngmáng jìunànduì bāndòng jìuyuán wùzī 

    each region volunteers BANGMANG rescue team transport relief goods 

    ‘Volunteers from different regions help the rescue team transport relief goods.’ 

  f. [美國人/Grantor]允許[老蔣/Grantee][出兵/Target act] 

    Měiguórén yŭnxŭ lăoJiăng chūbīng 

    American YUNXU old Jiang dispatch troops 

    ‘The American (government) allows old Jiang to dispatch troops.’ 
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     If we compare (80a) with (80b), we found that when talking about the event of 強迫

qiángpò “to force,” the force-initiating Antagonist is usually mentioned whereas in the event 

of 中止zhōngzhĭ “to discontinue,” the Antagonist (say it the DJ) is not as important as it is in 

the forcing event. Therefore, Antagonist is foregrounded in forcing events like (80a) and 

backgrounded in terminating events like (80b). On the other hand, the event of 阻止zŭzhĭ “to 

restrain” quite oftenly highlight the Antagonist and a Target act that indicates the purpose of 

opposition; In the event of 反抗fănkàng “to resist,” it is the Re-acting force that plays the 

most important role to react whereas in the event of 幫忙bāngmáng “to help,” and 允許

yŭnxŭ “to allow,” it is the Beneficiary and the Grantor that stand under a spotlight 

respectively.   

     With different foregrounded elements in (80), there are six basic frames under the 

unilateral primary frame, namely Forcing, Try to stop, Stopping, Counteractive forcing, 

Assisting, and Letting as shown in diagram (14) below:  

 

Diagram (14): The Basic Frames under Unilateral Primary Frame 

 

     As illustrated in chapter 4 and 5, verbs in unilateral primary frame display distinctive 

force directions in force interaction. Lemmas in Forcing, Try to stop, and Stopping frames 

denote the interaction between two opposite forces (the Antagonist and the Agonist.) Lemmas 

in Counteractive forcing frame presuppose an act given from a Prior force to be counteracted 

with by a Re-acting force. Lemmas in Assisting frame signal a same directional force 
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interaction between the Benefiter and the Beneficiary; whereas lemmas in Letting frame 

encode the force interaction in which one disengaging Grantor interact with a Grantee.  

     In the following section of this chapter, each basic frame will be introduced one by one 

from 6.2.3.1 to 6.2.3.6 respectively. Section 6.2.3.7 summarizes all six basic frames under the 

unilateral primary frame. 

 

6.2.3.1 Forcing Basic Frame 

Diagram (15): The Conceptual schema of Forcing Basic Frame 

 

 

Definition: Verbs in this frame describe force interactions in which a foregrounded 

antagonistic entity or event (Antagonist) exerts an opposite force to an agonistic entity 

(Agonist,) which is forced to move toward a Target act (usually do it in a reluctant way).  

Lemma: 迫使pòshĭ “to make,” 強使qiángshĭ “to make,” 逼使bīshĭ “to make,” 逼迫bīpò 

“to force,” 強迫qiángpò “to force,” 逼bī “to force,” 強逼qiángbī “to force” 

Frame Elements: Antagonist, Agonist, Target act 

Defining Patterns: 

a. Antagonist[NP;CL] <{故意/刻意}<* <Agonist[NP] < (Target act[VP]) 

[民主黨/Antagonist]刻意[迫使/Forcing][眾議院/Agonist][進行表決/Target act]。 

Mínzhŭdăng kèyì pòshĭ zhòngyìyuàn jinxing biăojué 

    The Democratic party deliberately POSHI the House of Representatives to vote 

    ‘The Democrtic party had the House of Representatives to vote to decide deliberately.’  
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b. Antagonist[NP] <把 <Agonist[NP] < * < Target act[VP] 

[保守派人士/Antagonist]努力把[柯爾/Agonist][逼/Forcing][下台/Target act]。 

băoshŏupài rénshì nŭlì bă Kēěr bī xiàtái 

the conservatives strive BA Gore BI regian 

‘The conservatives works very hard to force Gore to resign.’  

c. Agonist[NP] <被/遭/為/遭到<Antagonist[NP] < *< Target act[VP]   

[報社/Agonist]被[獨裁者/Antagonist][強迫/Forcing][歇業/Target act]。 

bàoshè bèi dúcáizhě qiángpò xiēyè 

newspaper office BEI autocrat QIANGPO shut down 

‘The newpaper office is forced to shut down by the autocrat.’  

d. Antagonist[NP] < {用/以/靠} [Prep]+Instrument[NP]/Means[NP;VP] < * < Agonist[NP] 

< (Target act[VP]) 

[外國/Antagonist]用[槍砲/Instrument][強迫/Forcing][清朝政府/Agonist][開放港口通

商/Target act]。 

   Wàiguó yòng qiāngpào qiángpò qīngcháo zhèngfŭ kāifàng găngkŏu tōngshāng 

   Foreign countries by firearms QIANGPO Qing government open port trade 

   ‘Foreign countries forced the Qing government to open a trade pass at the ports.’ 

e. *Dui 

  *[我/Antagonist]對[他/Agonist][迫使/強迫/逼/Forcing]。 

   wŏ duì tā pòshĭ/qiángpò/bī 

   I to 3sg POSHI/QIANGPO/BI 

  *‘I force to him.’ 
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6.2.3.2 Try to stop Basic Frame 

Diagram (16): The Conceptual Schema of Try to stop Basic Frame 

 
 

Definition: Verbs in this frame describe force interactions in which an Agonist is typically 

forced by an Antagonist to move away from an Intended act. However, in some cases, the 

Agonist is forced by an Antagonist to move toward a certain Target act that indicates the 

purpose of Antagonist’s opposition.  

Lemma: 阻止zŭzhĭ “to restrain,” 阻擋zŭdăng “to block,” 阻礙zŭài “to hinder,” 制止zhìzhĭ 

“to stop,” 遏止èzhĭ “to stop,” 遏制èzhì “to stop,” 阻撓zŭnáo “to hinder,” 攔阻lánzŭ “to 

hinder,” 預防yùfáng “to prevent,” 防止fángzhĭ “to prevent,” 避免bìmiăn “to avoid” 

Frame Elements: Antagonist, Agonist, Intended act, Target act 

Defining Patterns: 

a. Antagonist[NP;CL] <({企圖/試圖/打算}) <* <Agonist[NP] <(Intended act[VP]) 

  [大學聯招會/Antagonist]試圖[阻擋/Try to stop][各媒體/Agonist][統計錄取率/Intended  

   act]， 

  dàxuéliánzhāohuì shìtú zŭdăng gè méotĭ tŏngjì lùqŭlù 

  Joint board of College recruitment commossion try ZUDANG every mass media gather    

  statistics enrollment rate 

  ‘The Joint board of College recruitment commossion tries to stop the press from gathering   

   statistics of the enrollment rate.’ 

b. Antagonist[NP]< * < Agonist[NP] <Target act[VP] 
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 [巴國/Antagonist]企圖[阻止/Try to stop][柯林頓/Agonist][不要過分親近北京 

 /Target act]。 

 Bāguó qìtú zŭzhĭ Kēlíndùn búyào guòfèn qīnjìn Běijīng 

 Pakistan government try ZUZHI Cliton Neg excessively close to Beijing Government 

 ‘The Pakistan government tries to stop Cliton (because they) don’t want him (or America) to    

  be too close to the Beijing government.’ 

c. Antagonist[NP] < (Means[NP;VP]) <把 < Agonist[NP] < * 

  [警方/Antagonist][部屬警力/Means]把[反核人士/Agonist][阻擋/Try to stop]在外。 

  jĭngfāng bùshŭ jĭnglì bă fănhérénshì zŭdăng zài wài 

  police arrange police forces BA anti-nuclear people ZUDANG at out 

  ‘The police arranged a crew to block the anti-nuclear people out.’ 

d. Agonist[NP] < {被/為/遭/遭到} < Antagonist[NP] < {所}* 

  [公司的申訴管道/Agonist]常遭[不明人士/Antagonist][阻礙/Try to stop]，意見總是無法 

   上傳。 

  gōngsī de shēnsù guăndào chángzāo bòmíngrènshì zŭài yìjiàn zŏngshì wúfă shàngchuán 

  company-DE querimony channel often ZAO unknown people ZUAI opinion always NEG     

  upward deliver 

  ‘The querimony channel of the company is often blocked by unknown people. Opinions are    

   always not delivered to the higher authorities.’ 

e. Antagonist[NP] < {用/以/借} [Prep]+Instrument[NP]/Means[NP;VP] < * < Agonist[NP] 

<(Intended act[VP]) 

  [歹徒/Antagonist]借[人群/Instrument][阻擋/Try to stop]了[警衛的視線/Agonist]。 

  dăitú jiè rénquán zŭdăng le jĭngwèi de shìxiàn 

  evildoer by crowd ZUDANG-PERF security guard-DE sight 

  ‘The evildoer (hided behind) the crowd that blocked the sight of the security guard.’ 
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f. *Dui 

  *[我/Antagonist]對[他/Agonist][阻止/阻擋/Try to stop]。 

   wŏ duì tā zŭzhĭ/zŭdăng 

   I to 3sg ZUZHI/ZUDANG 

  *‘I hinder to him.’ 

 

     It is interesting to see that in the majority cases, verbs in Try to stop frame describe 

force interactions in which an Agonist is forced by an Antagonist to move away from an 

Intended act as shown in defining pattern (a). However, in order to conform to the event 

structure of the UNILATERAL primary frame in which a Target act is typically addressed, 

verbs in Try to stop frame submit to the paradigm pressure and describe force interactions 

in which an Agonist is forced by an Antagonist to move toward a certain Target act that 

indicates the purpose of Antagonist’s opposition as can be seen in defining pattern (b). This 

unique specialty of frame conformation is the signature of Try to stop basic frame.  

 

6.2.3.3 Stopping Basic Frame 

Diagram (17): The Conceptual Schema of Stopping Basic Frame 

 

 

Definition: Verbs in this frame describe force interactions in which a highlighted Agonist is 

completely stopped by an Antagonist and is forced to move away from an Intended act.  

Lemma:中止zhōngzhĭ “to discontinue,” 終止zhōngzhĭ “to terminate,” 中斷zhōngduàn “to 
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discontinue,” 結束jiéshù “to end,” 終結zhōngjié “to terminate” 

Frame Elements: Antagonist, Agonist, Intended act 

Defining Patterns:  

a. Antagonist[NP] < * < Agonist[NP] < (Intended act[VP]) 

 [這個病毒/Antagonist][中止/Stopping][我的防毒軟體/Agonist][掃到它/Intended act]。 

 zhège bìngdú zhōngzhĭ wŏ de fángdúruăntĭ săo dào tā 

 this virus ZHONGZHI my anti-virus software detect-PERF 3sg 

 ‘This virus stopped my anti-virus software from detecting its exsistance.’  

b. Agonist[NP] < *  

  [團隊精神/Agonist]不會因計畫完成而[終止/Stopping]， 

  tuánduì jīngshén búhuì yīn jìhuà wánchéng ér zhōngzhĭ 

  team spirit would not because project accomplish therefore ZHONGZHI 

  ‘The team spirit won’t stop/terminate as the project ends.’ 

c. Antagonist[NP] <把< Agonist[NP] < {暫時/永遠} < * 

  [經建會主委蕭萬長/Antagonist]把[計畫/Agonist]暫時[中止/Stopping]了。 

  Jīngjiànhuì zhŭwěi Xiāowàncháang bă jìhuà zhànshí zhōngzhĭ le 

  Council for economic planning and development committee chairman Xiaowanchang Ba  

  project temporarily ZHONGZHI 

  ‘Xiaowanchang, who is the committee chairman of the Council for economic planning and   

   development, stopped the project terporarily.’  

d. Agonist[NP] <受/為/遭< Antagonist[NP] < *  

  [核廢運北韓/Agonist]屬商業行為不受[政治干擾/Antagonist][中止/Stopping]。 

  héfèi yùn Běihán shŭ shāngyè xíngwéi búshòu zhèngzhì zhōngzhĭ 

  nuclear waste transport North Korea belong businessdealing Neg-receive political  

  interruption ZHONGZHI 

 ‘Transporting the nuclear waste to North Korea belongs to business dealings, which  
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  is not stopped by political interruptions.’  

e. Antagonist[NP] < {用/以/憑}[Prep]+Instrument[NP]/Means[NP;VP] < * < Agonist[NP] 

<(Intended act[VP]) 

  [海山高中文祺/Antagonist]以[嬌小的身體/Instrument][終止/Stopping][淡商這一波的 

   進攻/Agonist]。 

  Hăishān gāozhōng Wénchí yĭ jiāoxiăo de shēntĭ zhōngzhĭ Dànshāng zhè yìpō de jìngōng 

  Haishan High school Wenchi with little body ZHONGZHI Tam-shui vocational high   

  school this-CL attack 

 ‘Wenchi from Haishan High school stopped the attack called by Tam-shui vocational high  

  school.’ 

f. *Dui 

  *[我/Antagonist]對[他/Agonist][終止/中止/Stopping]。 

   wŏ duì tā zhōngzhĭ/zhōngzhĭ 

   I to 3sg ZHONGZHI/ZHONGZHI 

  *‘I stop to him.’ 

 

6.2.3.4 Counteractive forcing Basic Frame 

Diagram (18): The Conceptual Schema of Counteractive forcing Basic Frame 

 

Definition: Verbs in this frame describe counteractive force interactions in which a 

highlighted Re-acting force responds to a presupposed Prior force and sometimes performs an 

Accompanying act to be in association with the interaction. 
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Lemma: 反抗fănkàng “to resist,” 抵抗dĭkàng “to resist,” 抵擋dĭdăng “to withstand,” 抗拒

kàngjù “to resist,” 抵拒dĭjù “to resist,” 拒抗jùkàng “to resist,” 聽從tīngcóng “to obey,” 順

從shùncóng “to submit to,” 遵從zūncóng “to comply with” 

Frame Elements: Re-acting force, Prior force, Accompanying act 

Defining Patterns: 

a. Re-acting force[NP] <({消極地/一昧地}Manner[ADVP])<* < Prior force[NP] < (,  

  Accompanying act[VP]) 

  [他/Re-acting][一昧地/Manner][順從/Counteractive forcing][父母/Prior force]， 

  tā yímèidì shùncóng fùmŭ 

  3sg blindly SHUNCONG parents 

  ‘He blindly complies with (the order from) his parents.’  

b. Re-acting force[NP] <對 < Prior force[NP] < *  

  [法輪功學員/Re-acting force]對[中共/Prior force][反抗/Counteractive forcing]， 

  Fălúngōng xúeyuán duì Zhōnggòng fănkàng 

  Falungong members to the Chinese Communist Party FANKANG 

  ‘The members of Falungong fight against (the oppression from) the Chinese Communist  

   Party.’  

c. Prior force[NP;CL] < Re-acting force[NP] < * 

  [他人的意見/Prior force][你/Re-acting force]不一定要[聽從/Counteractive forcing]。 

  tārén de yìjiàn nĭ bùyídìng yào tīngcóng 

  other people-DE opinion you NEG-necessary TINGCONG 

  ‘As for opintions from other people, you don’t necessarily need to listen (to them).’ 

d. Prior force[NP] < {受/受到} < Re-acting[NP] <(Degree[ADVP]) <*/*+nom 

  [他/Prior force]拉扯被害人時，受到[被害人/Re-acting force][強烈/Degree][抵抗  

   /Counteractive forcing]。 

   tā lāchě bèihàirén shí shòudào bèihàirén qiángliè dĭkàng 
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  3sg pull and drag victims while receive victims strong DIKANG 

  ‘While pulling and dragging the victim, he received a strong resistance (from the victim).’ 

e. Re-acting force[NP] < {用/以} [Prep]+Instrument[NP]/Means[NP;VP] < * < Prior  

  force[NP]< (, Accompanying act[VP]) 

  [她/Re-acting force][闔起眼/Means][反抗/Counteractive forcing][心裡的聲音 

   /Prior force]，[不願再多想什麼/Accompanying act]。 

  tā héqĭyăn fănkàng xīnlĭ de shēngyīn búyuàn zài duō xiăng shéme 

  3sg close eyes FANKANG heart inside voice NEG-want again more think  

  ‘She closed her eyes to resist the voice inside her heart, and was not willing to think  

   about anything more.’  

f. *Ba 

  *[我/Re-acting force]把[媽媽的命令/Prior force][反抗/順從/Counteractive forcing]。 

   wŏ bă māmā de mìnglìng fănkàng/shùncóng 

   I BA mother-DE order FANKANG/SHUNCONG 

 *‘I resist/obey the order of my mother.’  

 

6.2.3.5 Assisting Basic Frame 

Diagram (19)14: The Conceptual Schema of Assisting Basic Frame 

 

 

 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14 This diagram is the modified version of diagram (8) in chapter 4.2. The arrows here indicate the direction of 
the force.  
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Definition: Verbs in this frame describe same directional force interactions in which a 

Benefiter (which is often omitted or is interpreted from the context) benefits the Beneficiary 

by helping or supporting (sometimes even performing) the Target act.  

Lemma: 幫bāng “to help,” 幫忙bāngmáng “to help,” 幫助bāngzhù “to help,” 援助

yuánzhù “to assist,” 扶助fúzhù “to help,” 協助xiézhù “to assist,” 輔助fŭzhù “to assist,” 匡

助kuāngzhù “to help,” 支持zhīchí “to support,” 扶持fúchí “to support,” 扶植fúzhí “to 

support,” 資助zīzhù “to patronize,” 贊助zànzhù “to sponsor,” 補助bŭzhù “to subsidize” 

Frame Elements: Benefiter, Beneficiary, Target act 

Defining Patterns:  

a. Benefiter[NP] < * < Beneficiary[NP] < (Target act[VP]) 

  [居禮先生的父親/Benefiter]也[幫/Assisting][他們/Beneficiary][一起照顧孩子 

   /Target act]。 

  Jūlĭxi ānshēng de fùqīn yĕ bāng tāmén yìqĭ zhàogù háizi  

  Curie mister DE father also BANG them together take care of the children 

  ‘Mister Curie’s father also helped them take care of the children together.’ 

b. Benefiter[NP] <對 < Beneficiary[NP] < Degree[ADVP]{很/十分/特別} <*+nom 

  [林漢章/Benefiter]對[做台灣史研究的人/Beneficiary]都[很/Degree][支持  

   /Assisting+nom]。 

  Línhànzhāng duì zuòTáiwānshĭ de rén dōu hěn zhīchí 

  Linhanzhang to do Taiwan history-DE people all very ZHICHI 

  ‘Linhanzhang is very supportive to all the people who do research on the history of  

   Taiwan.’  

c. Beneficiary[NP] <由 < Benifiter[NP] < * < (Target act[VP]) 

  [老弱婦孺/Beneficiary]可由[工作人員/Benefiter][幫忙/Assisting][到達目的地 

   /Target act]。 

  lăorùofùrú kě yóu gōngzuòrényuán bāngmáng dàodá mùdìdì 
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  The elder, weak, women, and children can by staff BANGMANG get to destination 

  ‘The elder, weak, women and children can be assisted by the staff to get to the destination.’  

d. Beneficiary[NP] < {受/受到/受過/*被/*遭} < Benefiter[NP] <*/*+nom 

  [災民/Beneficiary]受到[大家/Benefiter]的[幫助/Assist+nom]， 

  zāimín shòudào dàjiā de bāngzhù 

  victim receive everybody-DE BANGZHU 

  ‘The victims received the assistance from everyone.’  

e. Benefiter[NP] <({到/在} Place[NP]) <{用/以/靠}[Prep]+ Instrument[NP]/Means[NP;VP]  

  < * < Beneficiary[NP] < (Target act[VP]) 

  [貞觀/Benefiter]一大早就到[外婆家/Place]用[鐮刀/Instrument][幫忙/Assisting][割菜瓜 

   /Target act]。 

  Zhēnguān yídàzăo jìudào wàipó jiā yòng liándāo bāngmáng gē càiguā 

  Zhenguan early morning JIU to grandmother house by sickle cut snake melon 

  ‘Zhenguan went to the grandmother’s house early in the morning and helped to cut the  

   snake melons with a sickle.’  

f. *Ba 

  *[貞觀/Benefiter]把[外婆/Beneficiary][幫/幫助/Assisting]。 

   Zhēnguān bă wàipó bāng/bāngzhù 

   Zhenguan BA grandmother BANG/BANGZHU 

  * ‘Zhenguan helped her grandmother.’ 
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6.2.3.6 Letting Basic Frame 

Diagram (20): The Conceptual Schema of Letting Basic Frame  

 

 

Definition: Verbs in this frame describe force interactions in which a highlighted disengaging 

Grantor (usually an authoritative human) makes the way for the Grantee (usually a human) to 

move toward a Target act. 

Lemma:允讓yŭnràng “to allow,” 允許yŭnxŭ “to allow,” 准許zhŭnxŭ “to permit,” 同意

tóngyì “to agree to,” 放任fàngrèn “to let,” 放縱fàngzòng “to indulge,” 縱容zòngróng “to 

connive,” 任憑rènpíng “to let alone without restriction” 

Frame Elements: Grantor, Grantee, Target act 

Defining Patterns: 

a. Grantor[NP]< * < Grantee[NP] < (Target act[VP]) 

  [媽媽/Grantor][放任/Letting][他/Grantee][哭鬧/Target act]。 

  māmā fàngrèn tā kūnào 

  Mother FANGREN 3sg cry noisily  

  ‘The mother let him cry noisily (without intervention).’ 

b. Grantor[NP] <對 < Grantee[NP] < {表示/加以/予以/*進行} < *+nom 

  [老闆/Grantor]對[上述提議/Grantee]表示[同意/Letting+nom]。 

  lăobăn duì shàngshù tíyì biăoshì tóngyì 
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  Boss to above proposal indicate TONGYI 

  ‘The boss indicated his permission to the proposals above.’  

c. Grantee[NP] <(Target act[VP]) < Grantor[NP] < *  

  [一夫多妻/Grantee][我們的法律/Grantor]根本不[允許/Letting]。 

  yìfūduōqī wŏmén de fălù gēnběn bù yŭnxŭ 

  One husband several wife our law at all NEG-YUNXU 

  ‘(The idea of) one husband with several wives is not permitted by our law.’ 

d. Grantee[NP] <被/受/*遭<Grantee[NP] < * < (Target act[VP]) 

  [阿斯巴甜/Grantor]在一九八一年被[美國食品藥物管理局/Grantee][允許/Letting][上市 

   /Target act]。 

  Āsībātián zài yījĭubāyī nián bèi Měiguó shípĭngyàowùguănlĭjú yŭnxŭ shàngshì  

  Aspartame in 1981 year BEI US Food and Drug Administration (F.D.A.) YUNXU on the  

  market 

  ‘Aspartame was allowed to be on the market by the US F.D.A. in 1981.’  

e. Grantor[NP] < Means[NP;VP]/*Instrument[NP]< * < Grantor[NP] < (Target act[VP]) 

  [老師/Grantor][點頭/Means][允許/Letting][我/Grantor][離開/Target act]。 

  lăoshī diăntóu yŭnxŭ wŏ líkāi 

  Teacher nod YUNXU me leave 

  ‘The teacher allowed me to leave by nodding.’ 

f. *Ba 

  *[我/Grantor]把[你Grantee][允許/放任/Letting]。 

   wŏ bă nĭ yŭnxŭu/fàngrèn 

   I BA you YUNXU/FANGREN 

  *‘I allow/let you.’ 
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6.2.3.7 Summary of Basic Frames under Unilateral Primary Frame 

     This section summaries the six basic frames under Unilateral primary frame as shown 

in table (7) below:  

 

Basic 
Frame  

Frame 
Elements 

Defining Patterns 

Forcing 
 

Antagonist, 
Agonist, 
Target act 
 
(Highlight the 
disposal and the 
affectiveness of 
the Antagonist) 

a. Antagonist<({故意/刻意})<*<Agonist <(Target 
act) 

[民主黨/Antagonist]刻意[迫使/Forcing][眾議院
/Agonist][進行表決/Target act]。 

b. Antagonist<把<Agonist<*<Target act 
[保守派人士/Antagonist]努力把[柯爾/Agonist][逼
/Forcing][下台/Target act]。 

c. Agonist<被/遭/為/遭到<Antagonist<*<(Target 
act) 

[報社/Agonist]被[獨裁者/Antagonist][強迫
/Forcing][歇業/Target act]。 

d. Antagonist<{用/以/靠}Instrument/Means< 
*<Agonist<(Target act) 

[外國/Antagonist]用[槍砲/Instrument][強迫
/Forcing][清朝政府/Agonist][開放港口通商/Target 
act]。 

e. (x) Dui 
Try to stop Antagonist, 

Agonist, 
Intended act, 
Target act 
 
(Highlight the the 
Antagonist and 
its purpose of 
why stopping the 
event via Frame 
conformation) 

a. Antagonist<({企圖/試圖/打
算})<*<Agonist<(Intended act) 

[大學聯招會/Antagonist]試圖[阻擋/Try to stop][各
媒體/Agonist][統計錄取率/Intended act]， 

b. Antagonist<*<Agonist<Target act 
[巴國/Antagonist]企圖[阻止/Try to stop][柯林頓
/Agonist][不要過分親近北京/Target act]。 

c. Antagonist<(Means)<把<Agonist<* 
[警方/Antagonist][部屬警力/Means]把[反核人士
/Agonist][阻擋/Try to stop]在外。 

d. Agonist<{被/為/遭/遭到}<Antagonist<{所}* 
[公司的申訴管道/Agonist]常遭[不明人士
/Antagonist][阻礙/Try to stop]，意見總是無法上
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傳。 
e. Antagonist<{用/以/借}Instrument/Means< 

*<Agonist<(Intended act) 
[歹徒/Antagonist]借[人群/Instrument][阻擋/Try to 
stop]了[警衛的視線/Agonist]。 

f. (x) Dui 
Stopping Antagonist, 

Agonist, 
Intended act 
 
(Highlight the 
affected Agonist) 

a. Antagonist<*<Agonist<(Intended act) 
[這個病毒/Antagonist][中止/Stopping][我的防毒
軟體/Agonist][掃到它/Intended act]。 

b. Agonist< *  
[團隊精神/Agonist]不會因計畫完成而[終止
/Stopping]， 

c. Antagonist<把< Agonist<{暫時/永遠}< * 
[經建會主委蕭萬長/Antagonist]把[計畫/Agonist]
暫時[中止/Stopping]了。 

d. Agonist<受/為/遭<Antagonist<*  
[核廢運北韓/Agonist]屬商業行為不受[政治干擾
/Antagonist][中止/Stopping]。 

e. Antagonist<{用/以/憑}Instrument/Mean<* 
<Agonist<Intended act 

[海山高中文祺/Antagonist]以[嬌小的身體
/Instrument][終止/Stopping][淡商 /Agonist][這一
波的攻勢/Intended act]。 

f. (x) Dui 
Counteractive 
forcing 

Re-acting force, 
Prior force, 
Accompanying 
act 
 
(Highlight the 
force-taking 
Re-acting force) 

a. Re-acting force<(Manner{消極地/一昧
地})<*<Prior force<(, Accompanying act) 

[他/Re-acting][一昧地/Manner][順從/Counteractive 
forcing][父母/Prior force]， 

b. Re-acting force<對<Prior force<*  
[法輪功學員/Re-acting force]對[中共/Prior 
force][反抗/Counteractive forcing]， 

c. Prior force<Re-acting force<* 
[他人的意見/Prior force][你/Re-acting force]不一
定要[聽從/Counteractive forcing]。 

d. Prior force<{受/受
到}<Re-acting<(Degree)<*/*+nom  

[他/Prior force]拉扯被害人時，受到[被害人
/Re-acting force][強烈/Degree][抵抗/Counteractive 
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forcing]。 
e. Re-acting force<{用/以}Instrument/Means 

<*<Prior force<(, Accompanying act) 
[她/Re-acting force][闔起眼/Means][反抗
/Counteractive forcing][心裡的聲音 /Prior force]，
[不願再多想什麼/Accompanying act]。 

f. (x) Ba 
Assisting Benefiter, 

Beneficiary, 
Target act 
 
(Highlight the 
need-possessing 
Beneficiary that 
is benefited from 
the interaction) 

a. Benefiter<*<Beneficiary<(Target act) 
[居禮先生的父親/Benefiter]也[幫/Assisting][他們
/Beneficiary][一起照顧孩子/Target act]。 

b. Benefiter<對<Beneficiary<Degree{很/十分/特
別}<*+nom 

[林漢章/Benefiter]對[做台灣史研究的人
/Beneficiary]都[很/Degree][支持/Assisting+nom]。 

c. Beneficiary<由<Benifiter<*<(Target act) 
[老弱婦孺/Beneficiary]可由[工作人員
/Benefiter][幫忙/Assisting][到達目的地/Target 
act]。 

d. Beneficiary<{受/受到/受過/*
被}<Benefiter<*+nom 

[災民/Beneficiary]受到[大家/Benefiter]的[幫助
/Assist+nom]， 

e. Benefiter<({到/在}Place)<{用/以/
靠}Instrument/Means<*<Beneficiary<(Target 
act) 

[貞觀/Benefiter]一大早就到[外婆家/Place]用[鐮刀
/Instrument][幫忙/Assisting][割菜瓜/Target act]。 

f. (x) Ba 
Letting Grantor, 

Grantee, 
Target act 
 
(Highlight the 
Grantor, which is 
posturing itself 
by disengaging 
from the event) 

a. Grantor<*<Grantee<(Target act) 
[媽媽/Grantor]放任[他/Grantee][哭鬧/Target act]。 

b. Grantor<對<Grantee<{表示/加以/予以}<*+nom 
[老闆/Grantor]對[上述提議/Grantee]表示[同意
/Letting+nom]。 

c. Grantee<(Target act)<Grantor<* 
[一夫多妻/Grantee][我們的法律/Grantor]根本不
[允許/Letting]。 

d. Grantee<被/受<Grantee[NP]< *<(Target act) 
[阿斯巴甜/Grantor]在一九八一年被[美國食品藥
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物管理局/Grantee][允許/Letting][上市/Target act]。 
e. Grantor<Means/*Instrument<*<Grantor< (Target 

act) 
[老師/Grantor][點頭/Means][允許/Letting][我
/Grantor][離開/Target act]。 

f. (x) Ba 

Table (7): The overview of Basic Frames under Unilateral Primary Frame 

 

6.2.4 Layer 4: Microframe 

 

     Liu and Chiang (2008) purposed that a basic frame can befurther divided into 

Microframes with a finer specification of role-internal features, that is, the role-internal 

specifications of frame elements inherited from the basic frame.  

     In the present study, semantic attributes, frame elements, collocations, and event 

structures are used in determining various microfames. There are thirteen microframes, 

namely Make, Compel, Hinder, Prevent, Discontinue, Terminate, Counter, Comply, 

Help, Support, Do_For, Allow, and Let alone frame. Frames under the same basic frame 

will be introduced in the same section from 6.2.4.1 to 6.2.4.6. Diagram (21) shows the 

relation in layers. 

 

 
Diagram (21): The Microframes under each basic frame 
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6.2.4.1 Microframes under Forcing Basic Frame 

     As mentioned in chapter 4, a small portion of Mandarin FIVs does encode the  

result of force competition. Verbs in Forcing basic frame are divided into Make microframe 

and Compel microframe depending on whether the manipulation is successful or not.  

 

Make microframe 
(successful manipulation) 

迫使pòshĭ “to make,” 強使qiángshĭ “to make,” 逼使bīshĭ 
“to make,” 

Compel microframe 
(attempted manipulation) 

逼迫bīpò “to force,” 強迫qiángpò “to force,” 逼bī “to 
force,” 強逼qiángbī “to force,” 

 

     Lemmas in Make microframe, being similar to “Strong manipulation verbs” defined by 

Givon (1993), tend to signal the end point realization of a force interaction. However, verbs 

in Make microframe are not the direct translation of the English verb make. Givon (1993) 

proposed that the complement VP of the English verb make has to be a bare verb (i.e. He 

made me leave/*to leave/*leaving) because make in English denotes a “co-temporal” and 

“co-spacial” relation between the main and the secondary events. Lemmas in Make 

microframe in Mandarin, even though most of the time sharing the same co-temporality, can 

sometime denote two events that are relatively not so co-temporal as shown in (86) below. 

The complement VP is marked by the irrealis marker 要yao. Moreover, lemmas in Make 

microframe often collocate with adverbs such as 一直/不斷/一次又一次yìzhí/búduàn/yícì 

yòu yícì ‘again and again.’  

     On the other hand, lemmas in Compel microframe are similar to the weak manipulation 

verb force in English (Givon 1993). They tend todenote a durative force manipulation by 

collocating with progressive aspectual markers such as 正/正在/在zhèng/zhèngzài/zài or 

being modified by a duration phrase such as 三天sāntiān ‘three days.’ 
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(81) [他/Antagonist]一次又一次[迫使 /Forcing][青少年/Agonist][要加入幫派/Target act]，  

 造成許多社會問題。 

tā yícì yòu yícì pòshĭ qīngshàonián yào jiārù bāngpài zàochéng xŭduō shèhuì wèntí 

3sg again and again POSHI teenager to join gang cause many social problems 

‘He continuously makes teenagers join the gang, which causes many social problems.’  

(82) [老媽/Antagonist][逼/*迫使/Forcing][弟弟/Agonist]（逼/*迫使了)[三天/Duration]，   

他還是不打掃自己的房間。 

lăomā bī/*pòshĭ dìdi bī/*pòshĭ le sāntiān tā háishì bù dăzăo zìjĭ de fángjiān 

Old mom BI younger brother BI-LE three day 3sg still NEG-clean his own room 

‘(My mom) has forced (my) younger brother for three days, but he is still not going to 

clean his own room.’  

 

6.2.4.2 Microframes under Try to stop Basic Frame 

     There are two microframes under Try to stop basic frame: Hinder frame and Prevent 

frame. They are separated based on what event structure they encode. Lemma in Hinder 

frame denotes force interaction in which an entity (who does a certain act) or an event is 

potentially hindered whereas lemma in Prevent frame encodes force interaction in which only 

an event is avoided from happening. This speciality makes verbs under Prevent frame 

obligatorily take a complement VP. 

 

Hinder Microframe 

(entity/event oriented) 

 

阻止zŭzhĭ “to restrain,” 阻擋zŭdăng “to block,” 阻礙zŭài 

“to hinder,” 制止zhìzhĭ “to stop,”遏止èzhĭ “to stop,” 遏制

èzhì “to stop,” 阻撓zŭnáo “to hinder,”攔阻lánzŭ “to hinder” 

Prevent Microframe 

(event orentited) 

預防yùfáng ‘to prevent,’ 防止fángzhĭ “to prevent,” 避免

bìmiăn “to avoid” 
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(83) a. [平地人/Antagonist][阻止/Try to stop][山地居民/Agonist][獨立自主/Intended act]。 

  píngdìrén zŭzhĭ shāndì jūmín dúlì zìzhŭ 

  plain men ZUZHI mountain resident independent 

  ‘People who live in the plain stopped the mountain residents from being independent.’  

  b. [平地人/Antagonist][阻止/Try to stop][山地居民/Agonist]。 

  píngdìrén zŭzhĭ shāndì jūmín 

  plain men ZUZHI mountain resident 

  ‘People who live in the plain stopped the mountain residents.’  

(84) a. [政府/Antagonist][積極/Manner][防止/Try to stop][醫生/Agonist][偽造民眾就醫記 

    錄/Intended act]。 

      Zhèngfŭ jījí fángzhĭ yīshēng wěizào mínzhòng jìuyījìlù 

      Government actively FANGZHI doctor forge the public medical record 

      ‘The government actively prevents the doctor from forging medical records of  

      the public. (Whether or not the prevention is successful is unspecified.)’ 

b. *[政府/Antagonist][積極/Manner][防止/Try to stop][醫生/Agonist]。 

      Zhèngfŭ jījí fángzhĭ yīliáojīgòu wěizào mínzhòng jìuyījìlù 

      Government actively FANGZHI doctor 

      *‘The government actively prevents the doctor.’ 

 

6.2.4.3 Microframes under Stopping Basic Frame 

     Microframes under Stop basic frame are Discontinue frame and Terminate frame. 

They are distinguished according to whether the terminated situation is restartable or not. 

Discontinue frame indicates force interaction that is interrupted in the middle but is restartable 

at some point whereas Terminate frame encodes the end or the termination, which is 

completely stopped and not restartable.  
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Discontinue Microframe 
Event: <+restartable> 

中止zhōngzhĭ “to discontinue,” 中斷zhōngduàn “to 
discontinue,” 

Terminate Microframe 
Event: <-restartable> 

終止zhōngzhĭ “to terminate,” 結束jiéshù “to end,” 終
結zhōngjié “to terminate,” 

 

(85) Preverbal modification: 

a. Antagonist < {暫時/意外/無預警/臨時}[ADVP]< * < Agonist  

  [大英國協/Antagonist]暫時[中止/*終止/Stop][辛巴威會籍/Agonist]，等其他領袖評估   

   情勢，決定是否延長期限。 

  Dàyīngguóxié zhànshí zhōngzhĭ/*zhōngzhĭ Xīnbāwēi huìjí děng qítā lĭngxìu pínggū qíngshì   

  juédìng shìfŏu yáncháng huìqí 

  The Great Britain temporary ZHONGZHI/*ZHONGZHI the Republic of Zembabwe   

  membership wait other leaders evaluate situation decide if extend time 

  ‘The Great Britain temporary discontinued the membership of the Republic of Zembabwe   

   and waited for other leaders to evaluate the situation so as to decide whether the   

   discontinuance is extended or not.’ 

b. Antagonist < {永遠/永久}[ADVP] * < Agonist 

  如果菲國再背信，[我方/Antagonist]將永遠[終止/*中止/Stop][中菲航約/Agonist]。 

  rúguŏ Fēiguó zài bèixìn wŏfāng jiāng zhōngzhĭ/*zhōngzhĭ zhōngfēi hángyuē 

  If the Philippines again break promise our side will forever ZHONGZHI/*ZHONGZHI   

  Sino-Phillippines navegation contract 

 ‘If the Phillippines breaks the promise again, our side (our government) will end the   

  Sino-Phillippines navegation contract for good.’  
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6.2.4.4 Microframes under Counteractive forcing Basic Frame 

     There are two microframes, namely Counter frame and Comply frame under the 

Counteractive forcing basic frame. Verbs in Counter frame denote force interactions that are 

more intense and effert-taking whereas verbs in Comply frame encode force interactions that 

require less effort. Verbs in Counter frame are more verbal and are often modified by adverbs 

such as 極力/奮力jílì/fènlì ‘to strive/to spare no effort’ whereas verbs in Comply frame are 

more adverbial. Besides, with their verbal status, verbs in Comply frame are quite often 

modified by 只好/習慣zhĭhăo/xíguàn ‘to have no way but/to be used to.’ 

 

Counter Microframe 

(effort-taking reaction) 

(Verb status: more verbal) 

反抗fănkàng “to resist,” 抵抗dĭkàng “to resist,” 抵

擋dĭdăng “to withstand,” 抗拒kàngjù “to resist,” 抵

拒dĭjù “to resist,” 拒抗jùkàng “to resist” 

Comply Microframe 

(reaction with less effort) 

(Verb status: less verbal) 

聽從tīngcóng “to obey,” 順從shùncóng “to submit 

to,” 遵從zūncóng “to comply with” 

 

(86) Preverbal modification:  

a. Re-acting force < {極力/奮力/拼死/公然} [ADVP]<*< Prior force < (, Accompanying act) 

  [猶太人/Re-acting force]拼死[反抗/*聽從/Counteractive forcing][希特勒的迫害Prior  

   force]。 

  Yóutàrén pīnsĭ fănkàng/*tīngcóng Xītèlè de pòhài 

  Jewish people to brave death FANKANG/*TICONG Hitler-DE persecution  

  ‘The Jewish people fight against the persecution of Hetler with their lives.’  

b. Re-acting force < {習慣/只好/默默}[ADVP]<*< Prior force < (, Accompanying act) 

  [他/Re-acting force]習慣[順從/?反抗/Counteractive forcing][太太的每一句話/Prior  

  force]，[連個氣兒也不敢出一聲/Accompanying act]。 
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  tā xíguàn shùncóng/?fănkàng tàitài de měi yíjùhuà linage qìer yě bùgăn chū yìshēng 

  3sg is used to SHUNCONG/?FANKANG wife-DE every word even one word also   

  NEG-dare say 

  ‘He is used to obey every words from his wife and not even dares to say a word (to against    

   her).’  

(87) Adverbial modifier: * (地) < VP 

    受不了牙痛的折磨，[孩子/Re-acting force]只好[順從/*反抗/Counteractive    

    forcing+nom]地就診。 

    shòubùliăo yátòng de zhémó háizi zhĭhăo shùncóng/*fănkàng di jìuzhěn  

    cannot bare toothache-DE torture child has no way but SHUNCONG/*FANKANG to    

    see a doctor 

    ‘The child had no way but submissively/*resistantly went to see a doctor for the  

    unbearable torture from the toothache.’ 

 

6.2.4.5 Microframes under Assisting Basic Frame 

     As illustrated in section 4.2, there are three subtypes of help in Mandarin depending on 

which force-exerting party gets to perform the Target act. The three subtypes indicate three 

microframes under Assisting basic frame, namely, Help frame, Support frame, and Do_For 

frame. In Help frame, the Benefiter provides a direct enablement, so the Target act is 

performed by both Benefiter and Beneficiary. Verbs under Help frame usually collocate with 

a light verb 進行jìnxíng (i.e.大家對災民進行協助) or undergo nominalization by collocating 

with 提供tígōng “to provide” (i.e.大家對災民提供協助). 

     Verbs under Support frame, on the other hand, denote a more indirect assistance exerted 

by the Benefiter in a more abstract fashion. These verbs undergo nominalization by 

collocating with 表示biăoshì ‘to express’ (i.e.黨員對他表示支持) They also, to a large 

degree, remain their verbal status modified by adverbs such as 精神上jīngshénshàng ‘in 
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spirit,’ or 原則上yuánzéshàng ‘in principle’ (i.e.我精神上/原則上支持你創業). 

     Finally, verbs under Do_For frame as discussed in 4.2 behavor more like Co-verbs 

indicating a favor-doing situation (i.e. 護士幫病人打針). No nominalization is found.  

 

Help Microframe 

(Target act shared) 

Verb status: <±nom> 

幫bāng “to help,” 幫忙bāngmáng “to help,” 幫助

bāngzhù “to help,” 援助yuánzhù “to assist,” 扶助

fúzhù “to help,” 協助xiézhù “to assist,” 輔助fŭzhù “to 

assist,” 匡助kuāngzhù “to help” 

Support Microframe 

(Target act by Beneficiary) 

Verb status: <±nom> 

支持zhīchí “to support,” 扶持fúchí “to support,” 扶植

fúzhí “to support,” 資助zīzhù “to patronize,” 贊助

zànzhù “to sponsor,” 補助bŭzhù “to subsidize,”幫bāng 

“to help,” 幫忙bāngmáng “to help,” 幫助bāngzhù “to 

help,”協助xiézhù “to assist” 

Do_For Microframe 

(Target act for Beneficiary) 

Verb status: <-nom> 

幫bāng “to help,”替tì ‘to substitute,’為wèi ‘for/for the 

sake of’ 

 

     As shown above, there are some overlappings of the lemmas (i.e. 幫). It takes more 

information from the context to differentiate three microframes from one another, which 

corresponses to our argument in chapter 4 that Mandarin depends highly upon collocations to 

create a certain context in which minor semantic differences are conveyed or interpreted.  

 

6.2.4.6 Microframes under Letting Basic Frame 

     There are two microframes under Letting basic frame: Allow frame and Let alone 

frame. They are divided based on whether the Target act is on going or not when the Grantor 

comes into impingement. Allow frame denotes force interactions in which an authoritative 
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entity (usually limited to a human, a political organization, a theory, or a law) grants 

permission to the Grantee (usually human) so that he/she can set foot to perform a Target act 

after getting the permission. Let alone frame, on the other hand, encodes force interactions in 

which an entity (usually a human) decides to let go so that the Grantee (usually human) can 

carry on his or her action that is usually on going before the Grantor’s inpingement.  

 

Allow Microframe 

(Target act to do) 

Grantor:[+authoritative] 

Register:[+formal] 

允讓yŭnràng “to allow,” 允許yŭnxŭ “to allow,” 准

許zhŭnxŭ “to permit,” 同意tóngyì “to agree to,” 

Let alone Microframe 

(Target act to continue) 

Grantor:[+unspecified] 

Register:[+unspecified] 

放任fàngrèn “to let,” 放縱fàngzòng “to indulge,” 縱

容zòngróng “to connive,” 任憑rènpíng “to let alone 

without restriction,” among others. 

 

 

(88) Grantee < {未經/未獲/先經/得到} < Grantor < */*+nom < ({就/才}) < (Target act) 

[他/Gtantee]未經[作者/Grantor][同意/*放任/Letting]就[將小說出版/Target act]。 

tā wèijīng zuòzhě tóngyì/*yŭnxŭ jìu jiāng xiăoshuō chūbăn 

3sg NEG-pass author TONGYI/*YUNXU JIU BA novel publish 

‘He published the novel without getting the permission/*noninterference of the author.’  

(89) Grantor < * < Grantee < (Target act) < {不管/不理} 

[政府/Grantor][放任/*允許/Letting][官員/Grantee][貪汙/Target act]不管， 

zhèngfŭ fàngrèn/*yŭnxŭ guānyuán tānwū bùguăn 

government FANGREN/*YUNXU the official to corrupt without interference 

‘The government leaves/*allows the official corruption alone without interference.’ 
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6.3 Overview of the Frames 

 

     This section summarizes the frames introduced in previous sections. With a focus 

on Unilateral primary frame, there are six basic frames (Forcing, Try to stop, Stop, 

Counteractive forcing, Assisting, and Letting) and thirteen microframes (Make, Compel, 

Hinder, Prevent, Counter, Comply, Help, Support, Do_For, Allow, and Let alone). Table 

(8) below summarizes the frames.  

 

Archiframe Primary frame Basic frame Microframe 

Make Forcing 

Compel 

Hinder Try to stop 

Prevent 

Discontinue Stopping 

Terminate 

Counter Counteractive forcing 

Comply 

Help  

Support 

Assisting 

Do_For 

Allow 

UNILATERAL 

Letting 

Let alone 

Force Interaction 

BILATERAL See Lai (2011) 

Table (8): Overview of the Frames in Mandarin Force Interaction Frame 
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6.4 Summary 

 

     Chapter 6 provides a frame-based taxonomy of Mandarin Force Interaction Verbs 

(FIVs) with a focus on verbs that denote unilateral force interactions based on the findings 

found in chapter 4 and 5. Following Frame semantics proposed by Fillmore and Atkins 

(1992) and the classification scheme developed by Liu and Chiang (2008), we postulate a 

hierarchical verbal framework and the conceptual schema to capture the cognitive 

reasoning of force interaction events in a systematic way. 

     A hierarchical frame structure of Force Interaction frame is provided here to 

summarize this chapter.  
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Chapter 7 

Implication: Force Interaction Verbs and Manipulation Causatives 令使讓叫  

 

     In the previous chapters, Mandarin FIVs that denote unilateral force interactions are 

analyzed in detail according to distinct lexicalization patterns (i.e. chapter 3), force-dynamic 

schemas (i.e. chapter 4), syntactic-semantic correlations (i.e. chapter 5) and are hierarchically 

classified into different layers of frames (i.e. chapter 6) in a systematic way. This chapter aims 

to apply our findings to the implication of two linguistic issues that are relavant to force 

discussions: The status of Manipulation causatives令 lìng/使shĭ/讓ràng/叫 jiào and the 

polysemy of 讓ràng in Mandarin. They will be discussed in 7.1 and 7.2 respectively.  

 

7.1 The Manipulation Causatives 令lìng/使shĭ/讓ràng/叫jiào 

 

     The Manipulation causatives 令lìng/使shĭ/讓ràng/叫jiào (as well known as analytic 

causative verbs, Chinese Causatives, or Shiyi verbs) in Mandarin have attached much 

attention in modern syntax studies due to the fact that they are highly relavant to causative 

constructions and resultative complements. This chapter aims to present distinctive force 

relations encoded in these causatives from the perspective of verbal semantics so as to claim 

that the Manipulation causatives alternatively are used as causative markers to lexicalize 

various purposeful forces in Mandarin.  

     In the previous literature, Chang (2005; 2006) has explored the historical developments 

as well as the poly-grammaticalization of the Manipulation causatives in detail. According to 

Chang (2006:2),令lìng/使shĭ/讓ràng/叫jiào have “grammaticalized into several syntactic 

functions such as causative, permissive, concessive, and passive ones.” Based on her findings, 

there are two major developing lines that indicate the semantic shift of 令lìng/使shĭ/讓ràng/

叫jiào: 
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1) from imperative deliberate causatives  non-deliberate causatives  

2) from causatives  permissives  unwilling permissives  passives 

 

     Chang (2006) further claimed that the four causatives are chosen over one another 

based on different semantic functions. For example, 使shĭ is frequently used to denote the 

causal relations between events, which is ungrammatical for 讓ràng and 叫jiào to encode 

(i.e.日元升值使 /*讓 /*叫日本大企業營收惡化). 令 lìng, however, is mostly used in 

descriptive causatives to signal a certain emotion (i.e.這種現象令人憂心).  

     We respond to Chiang’s anaylsis in two ways. Firstly, from force interactions we 

explored in the previous chapters, it is found that only forcing and letting can be expressed by 

both the Mandarin FIVs and Manipulation causatives 令lìng/使shĭ/讓ràng/叫jiào as shown 

in table (9) below:  

 

Basic frame Microframe Example 

Make 英法迫使/令/使/讓1 叫中國簽了不平等條約。 Forcing 

Compel 總有一天我會強迫/讓2叫你死在我手上。 

Allow 老師允許/讓3我先離開。 Letting 

Let alone 媽媽放任/讓4小孩不停哭鬧。 

Table (9): The force relations indicated by both Mandarin FIVs and  

Manipulation causatives 令lìng/使shĭ/讓ràng/叫jiào in Mandarin 

 

     The table above shows that the four causatives令 lìng/使 shĭ/讓 ràng/叫 jiào are 

alternatively used to lexicalize deliberate force interactions such as making, compelling, 

allowing and letting alone in which both force-exerting parties are volitional, purposeful, 

and controllable forces.  

     Secondly, even though Chiang(2006) argued that only 使shĭ (in a few cases 令lìng) is 
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used to denote the causal relations between events, it is found in the present study that 讓

ràng is also used to lexicalize causal relations between two events.  

 

(90) 昨夜下了一場傾盆大雨，洗淨了所有山林小徑，讓他遺落了從山上下來的足跡。 

zuóyè xià le yìchăng qīngpéndàyŭ xĭjìngle suóyŏu shānlínxiăojìng ràng tā yíluò le cóng 

shānshàng xiàlái de zújī 

last night pour-PERF one-CL heavy rain wash-PERF all forest path RANG 3sg 

lose-PERF from top of the mountain down-DE footprint 

‘The heavy rain last night washed all the paths in the forest, which made him lose the tract 

of going down from the mountain top.’  

 

     That is to say, 令lìng/使shĭ/讓ràng/叫jiào are not distinct from one another based on 

what argument they take in subject position. They are actually used to lexicalize different 

degrees of force. When it is a strong manipulation (Make frame for example), 令lìng and 使

shĭare mostly favored; whereas only 讓 ràng and 叫 jiào are used to denote weak 

manipulation (Compel frame for example) in which no result is guaranteed.  

 

(91) 我讓/叫/*使/*令他走，他沒走。 

    wŏ rang/jiào/*shĭ/*ling tā zŏu tā méi zŏu 

    I RANG/JIAO/*SHI/*LING 3sg go 3sg NEG-go 

    ‘I forced him to leave, but he didn’t leave.’ 

      

     Moreover, Weng (2005), Teng (1989) and Li et al. (1981) argued that 令lìng/使shĭ/讓

ràng/叫jiào are different from other verbs for their unique syntactic restrictions. They are 

restricted from A not A construction, Passive construction, and Ba construction, which are 

often found possible for Mandarin FIVs to occur.  
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(92) a. 你逼不逼他？ 

       nĭ bībùbī tā 

       you BI-not-BI 3sg 

       ‘Will you force him or not?’ 

    b. *你令不令他？ 

       nĭ lìngbùlìng tā 

       you LING-not-LING 3sg 

      *‘Will you make him or not?’ 

(93) 報社被獨裁者強迫/*讓歇業。 

bàoshè bèi dúcáizhě qiángpò/ràng xiēyè 

newspaper office BEI autocrat QIANGPO shut down 

‘The newpaper office is forced to shut down by the autocrat.’  

(94) 保守派人士把柯爾逼/*使下台。 

băoshŏupài rénshì bă Kēěr bī/*shĭ xiàtái 

the conservatives BA Gore BI/*SHI regian 

‘The conservatives made Gore resign.’  

 

     We can conclude this section by addressing that the four Manipulation causatives 令

lìng/使shĭ/讓ràng/叫jiào are a group of special verbs marking distinct causal relations. They 

are alternatively used as causative markers to lexicalize deliberate force interactions such as 

making, compelling, allowing and letting alone in which both force-exerting parties are 

volitional, purposeful, and controllable forces. While doing the replacement, 令lìng and 使

shĭ are favored in strong manipulation scenarios whereas 讓ràng and 叫jiào are preferred in 

weak manipulation cases. Together with other FIVs, they display various but systematic force 

interactions in Mandarin. 
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7.2 The polysemy of 讓ràng 

 

     As shown in table (9), the Manipulation causative 讓ràng is used to lexicalized at least 

four15 kind of force interactions. In this section, we aim to offer a frame-based account that 

differenates purposeful and deliberate 讓ràng invistagated in Mandarin FIVs from their 

emotional and accidental counterpart. Let’s look at the examples below:  

 

(95) a. [我/Antagonist][迫使/讓1/Forcing][他/Agonist][離開/Targetact<+success>]。 

      wŏ pòshĭ/ràng tā líkāi 

      I POSHI/RANG 3sg leave 

      ‘I made him leave.’ 

    b. [我/Antagonist][逼/讓2/Forcing][他/Agonist][離開/Target act]。 

      wŏ bī/ràng tā líkāi 

      I BI/RANG 3sg leave 

      ‘I forced him to leave.’ 

    c. [我/Grantor][允許/讓3/Letting][他/Grantee][離開/Target act]。 

      wŏ yŭnxŭ/ràng tā líkāi 

      I YUNXU/RANG 3sg leave 

      ‘I allowed him to leave.’ 

    d. [我/Grantor][放任/讓4/Letting][他/Grantee][離開/Target act<+to continue>]。 

      wŏ fàngrèn/ràng tā líkāi 

      I FANGREN/RANG 3sg leave 

      ‘I let him leave (without interference).’ 

(96) [這幅畫/stimulus]讓5[人/experiencer]感動。 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
15 It is used to denote passives as well. Since it is not the main relation discussed in the present study, we will 
skip it for now. Please refer to Chang (2006) for more details with regard to the passive sense.  
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     zhè fú huà rang rén găndòng 

     this-CL painting RANG people feel touched 

    ‘This painting is very touching.’  

 

     As shown in (95), the Manipulation causative 讓ràng is alternatively used as a 

causative marker indicating deliberate force interactions in which both force-exerting parties 

are purposeful, volitional and controllable forces. On the the other hand, the verb 讓ràng in 

(96) denotes an accidental force interaction in which a non-volitional stimulus 

unintentionally caused an emotional experience or response of an experiencer, who has 

no control of whether or not he/she wants to feel that way. According to Chang (2010) and 

Hong (2009), verbs indicating this stimulus-response relationship are “Stimulus-Headed verbs” 

that codes stimulus-orientied emotional feelings.  

    By conducting the frame-based analysis of Mandarin Force Interaction Verbs, our study 

shows that 讓 ràng is used to replace force interaction verbs that indicate deliberate 

causations (i.e. forcing and letting). The deliberate senses are different from accidental 

causationseven though they are commonly lexicalized by the same causative verb 讓ràng in 

Mandarin. 
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Chapter 8 

                            Conclusion 

 

8.1 Conclusion 

 

This paper explores the issues of force dynamics discussed in Talmy (2000) by 

investigating Force Interaction Verbs (FIVs) in Mandarin. Through investigating the possible 

interactive force relations distinguished in Mandarin FIVs as well as the constructional 

variations associated with each distinct lexicalization patterns, this study answers an 

important question: How is force dynamics in Mandarin different from that in English? 

     By comparing Talmy’s FD schemas in English with our observations in Mandarin, 

several notable differences are distinguished. Firstly, while some of the English causation 

verbs distinguish onset causation (ex. stop~ from~) from extended causation (ex. keep~from~), 

Mandarin FIVs underspecified with regard to the onset/extended distinctions. Secondly, 

the balance of strengths as well as the result of the interaction are often left unspecified with 

the FIV itself in Mandarin. From the examples of zŭzhĭ 阻止, it is found that Mandarin 

depends highly upon collocations such as aspectual markers, auxiliaries, complement VPs, 

and the collocational NPs to create a context in which the result of force competition is 

mostly interpreted via conversational implicature. Thirdly, by examining the FD schemas in 

Mandarin, force dynamics is not only a generalization over causation as Talmy (2000) 

proposed, but also incorporates concepts like assisting, supporting, and do something for 

someone’s benefit into the concept of help in Mandarin, which supports the claim that Force 

Dynamics is a fundamental category in Mandarin as it is in English, but they differ in how 

force-dynamic is schematized and lexicalized with distinctive close-class forms.   

     Moreover, by adopting the theory of Frame semantics (Fillmore and Atkins 1992) and 

the classificational scheme established by Liu and Chiang (2008), this study presents a unified, 
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frame-based, and corpus-based classisfication of Force Interaction Verbs in Mandarin. These 

verbs are categorized into different layers of frames based on conceptual schemas (i.e. 

Primary frames), syntactic-semantic correlations (i.e. Basic frames) and internal semantic 

features (i.e. Microframes).  

     By offering a cognitive semantic account and presenting a multi-layered hierarchical 

analysis of Mandarin FIVs, this study not only builds a conceptual linkage among verbs in 

force interaction domain but also helps to explain the unique status of the four Manipulation 

causatives 令lìng/使shĭ/讓ràng/叫jiào as well as to provide a frame-based explanation of the 

polysemy of 讓 ràng. It ultimately draws implications on the cognitive-linguistic 

correspondences pertaining to the domain of force relations for both language-specific and 

cross-linguistic generalizations.  

 

8.2 Future Research 

 

Based on the result of this research, there are some potential issues await to be explored 

in the future. Firstly, as discussed previously that there are force interaction verbs denoting 

bilateral interactions. A more delicate investigation on these verbs16 and a comparision 

between two force clines will be interesting to tackle. Is there a clean cut in between unilateral 

FIVs and bilateral FIVs in Mandarin? Secondly, since the interaction discussed here is in 

between two distinct force-exerting parties, verbs that denote internal struggles of a single 

force-exerting party is interesting to investigate as well. It is for sure that there are many 

dimensions to look at the concept of force. However, it is our goal to provide an analysis from 

a frame-based perspective as well as to arouse more interests from other domains. 

 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 The Bilateral cline will be conducted by Lai (2011) in our research group shortly.  
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Website Resources 

 

Sinica Corpus (中研院平衡語料庫) 

http://dbo.sinica.edu.tw/SinicaCorpus/index.html 

Chinese Word Sketch (中文詞彙特性速描系統) 

http://wordsketch.ling.sinica.edu.tw/ 

Sinica Bow (中研院中英雙語知識本體詞網) 

http://bow.sinica.edu.tw/wn/ 

FrameNet http://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/ 

WordNet http://wordnet.princeton.edu/ 

Mandarin VerbNet http://140.113.222.78/verbnet/website/ 

Google Search http://www.google.com.tw/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


